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G2 AND D4

ALBERTO ELDUQUE? AND MIKHAIL KOCHETOV??

Abstract. We classify group gradings on the simple Lie algebras of types G2

and D4 over the field of real numbers (or any real closed field): fine gradings
up to equivalence and G-gradings, with a fixed group G, up to isomorphism.

1. Introduction

Let U be an algebra over a field F and let G be a group. A G-grading on U is a
vector space decomposition Γ : U =

⊕
g∈G Ug such that UgUh ⊂ Ugh for all g, h ∈

G. The nonzero elements x ∈ Ug are said to be homogeneous of degree g, which can
be written as deg x = g, and the support is the set Supp Γ := {g ∈ G | Ug 6= 0}.
The algebra U may have some additional structure, e.g. an involution σ, in which
case Γ will be required to respect this structure: σ(Ug) = Ug for all g ∈ G.

Group gradings have been extensively studied for many types of algebras — as-
sociative, Lie, Jordan, composition, etc. (see e.g. our recent monograph [EK13] and
the references therein). In the case of gradings on simple Lie algebras, the support
generates an abelian subgroup ofG, so it is no loss of generality to assumeG abelian.
We will do so for all gradings considered in this paper and will sometimes write
G additively. For gradings on finitely generated (in particular, finite-dimensional)
algebras, we may always replace G with a finitely generated group. All algebras
in this paper will be assumed finite-dimensional over the ground field F unless
indicated otherwise. Unmarked symbol ⊗ will refer to the tensor product over F.

Of particular interest are fine gradings, because any G-grading can be obtained
from at least one fine grading by means of a suitable homomorphism from the
universal group of the fine grading to G (see details in the next section). The
classification of fine gradings (up to equivalence) on all finite-dimensional simple
Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 has recently been
completed by the efforts of many authors: see [EK13, Chapters 3–6], [Yu16] and
[Eld16]. The classification of all G-gradings (up to isomorphism) is also known for
these algebras, except for types E6, E7 and E8, over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic different from 2: see [EK13, Chapters 3–6] and [EK15b].

On the other hand, for many applications, algebras over the field of real numbers
are especially important. Fine gradings on real forms of the classical simple complex
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2 A. ELDUQUE AND M. KOCHETOV

Lie algebras were described in [HPP00], and all G-gradings have recently been
classified in [BKR17b], with the exception of type D4. Fine gradings of the real
forms of the simple complex Lie algebras of types G2 and F4 have been classified
in [CDM10].

Simple Lie algebras of type D4 display exceptional behavior due to the phenom-
enon of triality. In particular, classifying them up to isomorphism over an arbitrary
field F is much more difficult than for types Dn with n > 4 (see e.g. [KMRT98,
§45] for an overview, under the assumption charF 6= 2). But over the field R (or,
more generally, any real closed field), since it has no field extensions of degree 3,
triality actually results in fewer simple Lie algebras of type D4: the algebra u∗(8) of
skew-symmetric elements in M4(H), with respect to the involution given by a skew-
hermitian form on the 4-dimensional space over the division algebra of quaternions
H, turns out to be isomorphic to the special orthogonal Lie algebra so6,2(R).

Another manifestation of triality is the existence of what we call Type III grad-
ings (see the definition below) on simple Lie algebras of type D4. Over an alge-
braically closed field F of characteristic different from 2, gradings on simple Lie
algebras of series A, B, C and D were classified up to isomorphism in [BK10], but
type D4 was excluded because in this case, due to triality, not all gradings are “ma-
trix”, i.e., come from gradings on the associative algebra M8(F) with orthogonal
involution by restricting to the Lie subalgebra of skew-symmetric elements so8(F).
Those that do come in this way are the Type I and Type II gradings. All fine
gradings for D4 were classified up to equivalence in [Eld10] over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0 (see also [DMV10]).

Type III gradings cannot be easily seen in the matrix models of simple Lie
algebras of type D4. In [EK15b], we constructed and classified them over an
algebraically closed field F with charF 6= 2, 3, using the model in terms of so-
called trialitarian algebras [KMRT98, Chapter X]. (Type III gradings do not exist
if charF = 3.) Over an algebraically closed field F with charF 6= 2, there is,
up to isomorphism, only one trialitarian algebra: E = M8(F) ×M8(F) ×M8(F)
endowed with orthogonal involution σ and some additional structure α (see the
precise definition in the next section). The center of E is the cubic separable alge-
bra L = F× F× F. The simple Lie algebra L of type D4 is canonically embedded
in E, and it turns out that the restriction map AutF(E,L, σ, α)→ AutF(L) is an
isomorphism of affine group schemes [KMRT98, Proposition 45.12].

Recall that affine group schemes over a field F are representable functors from the
category AlgF of unital associative commutative F-algebras (not necessarily of finite
dimension) to the category of groups — we refer the reader to [Wat79], [KMRT98,
Chapter VI] or [EK13, Appendix A] for the background. We will follow the common
convention of denoting the affine group schemes corresponding to classical groups
by the same letters, but using bold font to distinguish the scheme from the group
(which is identified with the group of F-points of the scheme): for example, GL(V )
and GL(V ) = GL(V )(F). The automorphism group scheme AutF(U) of a finite-
dimensional algebra U is defined by AutF(U)(R) = AutR(U⊗R) for every R in
AlgF.

Gradings by abelian groups often arise as eigenspace decompositions with respect
to a family of commuting diagonalizable automorphisms. If F is algebraically closed
and charF = 0 then all abelian group gradings on a finite-dimensional algebra can
be obtained in this way. Over an arbitrary field, a G-grading Γ on U is equivalent
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to a homomorphism of affine group schemes ηΓ : GD → AutF(U), where GD is the
diagonalizable group scheme represented by the Hopf algebra FG, as follows: for
any R in AlgF, the corresponding homomorphism of groups (ηΓ)R : AlgF(FG,R)→
AutR(U⊗R) is defined by

(1) (ηΓ)R(f)(x⊗ r) = x⊗ f(g)r for all x ∈ Ug, g ∈ G, r ∈ R, f ∈ AlgF(FG,R).

Now let L be a simple Lie algebra of type D4 over a field F with charF 6= 2.

Over an algebraic closure Falg, we have the isomorphism AutFalg
(Ẽ, L̃, σ, α) →

AutFalg
(L̃) mentioned above, where L̃ = L⊗Falg, Ẽ is the trialitarian algebra over

Falg, and L̃ = Falg × Falg × Falg is the center of Ẽ. It follows, on the one hand,

that every grading on the Lie algebra L̃ is the restriction of a unique grading on

the trialitarian algebra Ẽ (which was the starting point of our analysis in [EK15b])
and, on the other hand, that L is canonically embedded in a unique trialitarian
algebra E over F [KMRT98, Corollary 45.13]. Moreover, we have the isomorphism
AutF(E,L, σ, α) → AutF(L) and hence a bijective correspondence between grad-
ings on the Lie algebra L and on the trialitarian algebra E.

Trialitarian algebras over an arbitrary field can be quite complicated. However,
over R (or any real closed field), we have only two possibilities for the cubic separable
algebra L, namely, R×R×R and R×C. The trialitarian algebras E over a field F
whose centers are of the form F×F×F or F×K, with K a quadratic field extension
of F, as well as the corresponding Lie algebras L(E), are said to be of type 1D4

and 2D4, respectively. Lie algebras of these types were classified by Jacobson
[Jac64]. Here E has the form A × Cl(A) where A is a central simple associative
F-algebra of degree 8, endowed with an orthogonal involution, and Cl(A) is the
corresponding Clifford algebra [KMRT98, Proposition 43.15]. The center Z(E)
is L = F × Z(Cl(A)) and the Lie algebra L(E) is isomorphic, by means of the
projection onto the first factor, to the algebra of skew-symmetric elements in A.
Due to [KMRT98, Proposition 43.6], it turns out that in the case F = R, E is
isomorphic to M8(R)×M8(R)×M8(R), M8(R)×M4(H)×M4(H) or M8(R)×M8(C),
and hence we may assume that A = M8(R) with an orthogonal involution of inertia
(p, q), p + q = 8, p ≥ q. Then Cl(A) is isomorphic to the even part of the Clifford
algebra of the corresponding 8-dimensional quadratic space over R, so we have the
following possibilities:

so8,0(R): E = M8(R) ×M8(R) ×M8(R) ' EndL(V ), where L = R × R × R,
V = O ⊗ L, O is the division algebra of octonions, and the trialitarian
structure on E is induced by the cyclic composition structure on V ;

so4,4(R): the same as above, but with the split algebra of octonions Os instead
of the division algebra;

so7,1(R): E = M8(R) ×M8(C) ' EndL(V ), where L = R × C and V is a
twisted composition obtained by Galois descent from the complex cyclic
composition O⊗L⊗C as the fixed points of the operator ¯⊗ id⊗ ι, where
x̄ = n(x, 1)1 − x is the standard involution of O and ι is the complex
conjugation;

so5,3(R): the same as above, but with Os instead of O;
so6,2(R): E = M8(R)×M4(H)×M4(H); this trialitarian algebra is not of the

form EndL(V ) for any composition V .
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In all cases, we have a short exact sequence of affine group schemes:

(2) 1 // PGO+
p,q

// AutR(E,L, σ, α)
π // AutR(L) // 1

where π is the restriction map. Indeed, for the groups of C-points, this is the well-
known exact sequence 1→ PGO+

8 (C)→ Aut(so8(C))→ S3 → 1. If L = R×R×R
then AutR(L) is the constant group scheme S3 corresponding to the group of
permutations S3. But if L = R × C then AutR(L) is the semidirect product
µ3oC2 of the group scheme of cubic roots of unity and the constant group scheme
corresponding to the cyclic group C2. Indeed, the group schemes AutR(R×C) and
AutR(R×R×R) become isomorphic after the extension of scalars from R to C, so
AutR(R×C) is a twisted form of S3. Recall that the twisted forms of the constant
group scheme M over a field F corresponding to a finite group M are given by
(continuous) actions of the absolute Galois group of F on M (see e.g. [KMRT98,
Proposition 20.16]). In the case M = S3 and F = R, there is, up to isomorphism,
only one nontrivial action, and it gives rise to the indicated semidirect product.
Alternatively, we can observe that AutR(R×C) contains AutR(C) ' C2 ' µ2 and
a copy of µ3 associated to the following grading on L = R×C by the cyclic group
of order 3: L = R⊕Rξ⊕Rξ2 where ξ = (1, ω) ∈ L and ω is a fixed primitive cubic
root of unity in C.

Now suppose that we have a G-grading Γ on the Lie algebra L. This corre-
sponds to a homomorphism η = ηΓ : GD → AutR(L) ' AutR(E,L, σ, α). The
image πη(GD) is a diagonalizable subgroupscheme of AutR(L). This subgroup-
scheme must be proper, because AutR(L) is not diagonalizable (not even abelian).
Therefore, we have three possibilities: the image has order 1, 2 or 3, and the
grading Γ will be said to have Type I, II or III accordingly. The subgroupscheme
η−1(PGO+

p,q) of GD corresponds to a subgroup H in G of order 1, 2 or 3, respec-
tively. We will refer to H as the distinguished subgroup of Γ. It is the smallest
subgroup of G such that the induced G/H-grading is of Type I.

The subgroupschemes of S3 are the constant group schemes corresponding to the
subgroups of S3. Since A3 ' C3 is not diagonalizable (over R), there are no Type
III gradings in the cases where L = R×R×R. On the other hand, in the cases where
L = R× C, the (unique) subgroupscheme of order 3 in AutR(L) is diagonalizable,
and we will show that Type III gradings indeed exist by giving explicit models in
terms of the Cayley algebras O and Os.

Gradings of Types I and II can be studied using matrix models, and all G-
gradings on (finite-dimensional) central simple R-algebras with involution were
classified in [BKR17a, BKR17b] up to isomorphism. Hence, our main concern
in this paper are Type III gradings on so7,1(R) and so5,3(R). In order to deal with
these, G-gradings on O and Os are relevant, which will lead us to the classification
of gradings on the simple Lie algebras of type G2 over R.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is a long review of the background
on group gradings, Galois descent, composition algebras, and trialitarian algebras,
which will be used throughout the paper. Section 3 classifies G-gradings up to
isomorphism, and fine gradings up to equivalence, on Cayley algebras over arbitrary
fields. Due to the close relationship between Cayley algebras and algebraic groups
of type G2, these results also give the corresponding classifications for simple Lie
algebras of type G2 (charF 6= 2, 3 here). Section 4 briefly treats the gradings of
Types I and II on simple real Lie algebras of type D4. These are analogous to the
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gradings on simple real Lie algebras of type Dn for n ≥ 5 considered in [BKR17b],
although triality has a certain effect on the isomorphism problem. Section 5 deals
with the problem of “lifting” a Type III grading on a trialitarian algebra to such
a grading on a twisted composition. It turns out that, over a real closed field,
any Type III grading on the trialitarian algebra EndL(V ) attached to a twisted
composition V lifts to exactly two gradings on V (Theorem 17). This allows us to
reduce the problem of classifying the Type III gradings for simple real Lie algebras
of type D4 to the corresponding problem for twisted compositions, and this latter is
solved in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to giving concrete descriptions of
the Type III gradings on simple real Lie algebras of type D4 by trasferring explicitly
our results on twisted compositions to the associated Lie algebras.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Group gradings on algebras. In the Introduction, we recalled the definition
of a grading on an algebra U by a group G. There is a more general concept of
grading: a decomposition Γ : U =

⊕
s∈S Us into nonzero subspaces indexed by

a set S and having the property that, for any s1, s2 ∈ S with Us1Us2 6= 0, there
exists (unique) s3 ∈ S such that Us1Us2 ⊂ Us3 . For such a decomposition Γ, there
may or may not exist a group G containing S that makes Γ a G-grading. If such
a group (respectively, abelian group) exists, then Γ is said to be a group grading
(respectively, an abelian group grading). However, G is usually not unique even if we
require that it should be generated by S. The universal grading group (or universal
abelian grading group) is generated by S and has the defining relations s1s2 = s3

for all s1, s2, s3 ∈ S such that 0 6= Us1Us2 ⊂ Us3 (see e.g. [EK13, Chapter 1] for
details). Here we will deal exclusively with abelian group gradings.

Let Γ : U =
⊕

g∈G Ug and Γ′ : U′ =
⊕

h∈H U′h be two group gradings, with

supports S and T , respectively. We say that Γ and Γ′ are equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : U → U′ and a bijection α : S → T such that
ϕ(Us) = U′α(s) for all s ∈ S. If G and H are universal (abelian) grading groups

then α extends to an isomorphism G → H. In the case G = H, the G-gradings Γ
and Γ′ are isomorphic if U and U′ are isomorphic as G-graded algebras, i.e., if there
exists an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : U→ U′ such that ϕ(Ug) = U′g for all g ∈ G.

If Γ : U =
⊕

g∈G Ug and Γ′ : U =
⊕

h∈H U′h are two gradings on the same

algebra, with supports S and T , respectively, then we will say that Γ′ is a refinement
of Γ (or Γ is a coarsening of Γ′) if for any t ∈ T there exists (unique) s ∈ S such
that U′t ⊂ Us. If, moreover, U′t 6= Us for at least one t ∈ T , then the refinement is
said to be proper. A grading Γ is said to be fine if it does not admit any proper
refinement.

Given a G-grading Γ : U =
⊕

g∈G Ug, any group homomorphism α : G → H
induces an H-grading αΓ on U whose homogeneous component of degree h is the
sum of all Ug with α(g) = h. Clearly, αΓ is a coarsening of Γ (not necessarily
proper). If G is the universal group of Γ then every coarsening of Γ is obtained in
this way. If Γ and Γ′ are two gradings, with universal groups G and H, then Γ′ is
equivalent to Γ if and only if Γ′ is isomorphic to αΓ for some group isomorphism
α : G→ H.

2.2. Galois descent. Let K be a finite Galois field extension of F and let G be
the Galois group. For any F-vector space V (not necessarily of finite dimension),
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there is an action of G on V ⊗ K defined by σ · (v ⊗ λ) = v ⊗ σ(λ) for all v ∈ V ,
λ ∈ K and σ ∈ G. Conversely, if we have an F-linear action of G on a K-vector
space W satisfying σ · (wλ) = (σ · w)σ(λ) for all w ∈ W , λ ∈ K and σ ∈ G, then
the set of fixed points V := WG is an F-form of W , i.e., V is an F-subspace and
V ⊗K 'W by means of the map v ⊗ λ 7→ vλ. For infinite Galois field extensions,
G is a (pro-finite) topological group, and this “descent lemma” holds if we consider
continuous G-actions (see e.g. [KMRT98, Lemma 18.1]).

The following generalization of finite Galois field extensions is often useful (see
e.g. [KMRT98, §18.B]). An étale algebra over F is a separable commutative asso-
ciative F-algebra or, in other words, a finite direct product of finite separable field
extensions of F. Let L be such an algebra and let G be a group. Suppose G acts on
L by F-linear automorphisms. We say that L is G-Galois if |G| = dimF L (known
as the degree of L) and LG = F. The “descent lemma” holds for free modules
over Galois algebras if we use G (rather than AutF(L)) as a replacement of the
Galois group. (The action of G on L gives an embedding G → AutF(L), which is
an isomorphism if L is a field.)

Let K be a Galois field extension of F (not necessarily finite) and let G =
Gal(K/F). The mapping V 7→ V ⊗K is an equivalence from the category of F-vector
spaces to the category of K-vector spaces equipped with a continuous G-action as
above: a K-linear map f : V1 ⊗K → V2 ⊗K “descends” (i.e., has the form f0 ⊗ id
for some F-linear map f0 : V1 → V2) if and only if f is G-equivariant.

Let S be a functor defined on AlgF. The composition of the forgetful functor
AlgK → AlgF with S is denoted by SK (so-called “restriction” of S). In particular,
let S be an affine scheme over F, i.e., a representable functor from AlgF to the cate-
gory of sets, and let F[S] denote its representing object. Then SK is an affine scheme
over K, with representing object K[S] := F[S]⊗K. Recall that affine schemes over
F form a category, with the set of morphisms AffF(S1,S2) consisting of all natu-
ral transformations θ = (θR)R∈AlgF from S1 to S2, and by Yoneda’s Lemma this
category is dual to AlgF, i.e., AffF(S1,S2) ' AlgF(F[S2],F[S1]). The element of
AlgF(F[S2],F[S1]) (“comorphism”) corresponding to a morphism θ ∈ AffF(S1,S2)
is denoted by θ∗; we have θR(f) = f ◦ θ∗ for all f ∈ S1(R) = AlgF(F[S1],R).
The mapping S 7→ SK is functorial, and a morphism θ : (S1)K → (S2)K “de-
scends” (i.e., comes from a morphism S1 → S2) if and only if the comorphism
θ∗ : K[S2] → K[S1] is G-equivariant, or, equivalently, θ∗ is a fixed point of the G-
action on AlgK(K[S2],K[S1]) defined by (σ ·f)(a) = σ ·(f(σ−1 ·a)) for all a ∈ K[S2].
This latter action is continuous if G is finite or F[S2] is finitely generated. It is trans-
ported to AffK((S1)K, (S2)K) through the identification with AlgK(K[S2],K[S1]),
and it is compatible with composition of morphisms.

The above remarks apply to affine group schemes over F, the only difference
being that, for an affine group scheme G, the representing object F[G] is a (com-
mutative) Hopf algebra. For example, if G = AutF(U) then GK = AutK(U⊗K).
Note that the set AffF(G1,G2) ' G2(FG1) is a group, which contains the set
of homomorphisms of affine group schemes HomF(G1,G2). This latter is a sub-
group if G2 is abelian. The action of G on AffK((G1)K, (G2)K) is by group au-
tomorphisms, and HomK((G1)K, (G2)K) is an invariant subset. In particular, G

acts on GK(K) ' AffK(1K,GK), which can be identified with the group of K-
points of G, G(K) = AlgF(F[G],K), where G acts through its action on K. If
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θ ∈ AffK((G1)K, (G2)K) is a fixed point of G then so is θK : G1(K) → G2(K), be-
cause the mapping θ 7→ θK is G-equivariant (and a group homomorphism). The
converse holds in the following special case: charF = 0 and K = Falg, because
G1(Falg) separates points of F[G1] and hence the mapping θ 7→ θFalg

is injective.

2.3. Composition algebras. Recall that a (finite-dimensional) composition alge-
bra over a field F is an algebra A with a nonsingular quadratic form n such that
n(xy) = n(x)n(y) for all x, y ∈ A. It is well known that dimA can only be 1, 2, 4 or
8. The unital composition algebras are called Hurwitz algebras and can be obtained
using the Cayley–Dickson doubling process. Hurwitz algebras of dimension 4 are
called quaternion algebras and those of dimension 8 are called octonion, or Cayley
algebras. (Cayley algebras are alternative, while Hurwitz algebras of dimension ≤ 4
are associative.) A Hurwitz algebra A is a division algebra if and only if the norm
does not represent 0, i.e., n(x) 6= 0 for all 0 6= x ∈ A. Otherwise A is said to be split.
It is well known that, up to isomorphism, there is a unique split Hurwitz algebra in
each dimension different from 1. (In dimension 1, the unique Hurwitz algebra is F.)
In particular, over an algebraically closed field, there is only one Hurwitz algebra
in each dimension. If F = R then there are two Hurwitz algebras in dimensions
different from 1: one division and the other split, namely, C and Cs ' R × R in
dimension 2, H and Hs ' M2(R) in dimension 4, and O and Os in dimension 8.
We will also need another kind of composition algebras.

Definition 1. A composition algebra S, with multiplication ? and norm n, is said
to be symmetric if the polar form of the norm, n(x, y) := n(x + y) − n(x) − n(y),
is associative:

n(x ? y, z) = n(x, y ? z),

for all x, y, z ∈ S.

As a consequence, S satisfies the following identities [OO81]:

(3) (x ? y) ? x = n(x)y = x ? (y ? x).

Any Hurwitz algebra gives a symmetric composition algebra with respect to the
so-called para-Hurwitz product : x ? y = x • y := x̄ȳ, where x̄ := n(x, 1)1 − x is
the standard involution. Note that, with respect to the para-Hurwitz product, 1
becomes a para-unit, i.e., an idempotent ε satisfying ε • x = x • ε = n(x, ε)ε− x.

From now on, we assume charF 6= 2.

Definition 2. Let S be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8. Its triality
Lie algebra is defined as

tri(S, ?, n) = {(d1, d2, d3) ∈ so(S, n)3 | d1(x ? y) = d2(x) ? y + x ? d3(y) ∀x, y ∈ S}.

This is a Lie algebra with componentwise bracket.

It turns out that this definition is symmetric with respect to cyclic permuta-
tions of (d1, d2, d3), and each projection determines an isomorphism tri(S, ?, n) →
so(S, n), so tri(S, ?, n) is a Lie algebra of type D4 (see e.g. [EK13, §5.5, §6.1] or
[KMRT98, §45.A], but note that in the latter the ordering of triples differs from
ours). This fact is known as the “local triality principle”. There is also a “global
triality principle”, as follows.
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Definition 3. Let S be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8. Its triality
group is defined as

Tri(S, ?, n) = {(f1, f2, f3) ∈ O(S, n)3 | f1(x ? y) = f2(x) ? f3(y) ∀x, y ∈ S}.

This is an algebraic group with componentwise multiplication, and its tangent al-
gebra is tri(S, ?, n).

It turns out that this definition, too, is symmetric with respect to cyclic per-
mutations of (f1, f2, f3), and Tri(S, ?, n) is isomorphic to Spin(S, n). In fact, this
isomorphism can be defined at the level of the corresponding group schemes (see
[KMRT98, §35.C] for details). The said cyclic permutations determine outer ac-
tions of A3 on Spin(S, n) and its Lie algebra so(S, n). If S is a para-Cayley alge-
bra then one can define an outer action of S3 using (f1, f2, f3) 7→ (f̄1, f̄3, f̄2) and
(d1, d2, d3) 7→ (d̄1, d̄3, d̄2) as the action of the transposition (2, 3), where f̄ is defined

by f̄(x̄) = f(x). The S3-action on Spin(S, n) passes to the quotient PGO+(S, n),
and this allows us to split the exact sequence (2) if (p, q) = (8, 0) or (4, 4).

2.4. Cyclic compositions. A convenient way to “package” triples of maps as
above is the following concept due to Springer [Spr63]. Let L be a Galois algebra
over F with respect to the cyclic group of order 3. Fix a generator ρ of this group.
For any ` ∈ L, we have the norm N(`) = `ρ(`)ρ2(`), the trace T (`) = `+ρ(`)+ρ2(`),
and the adjoint `] = ρ(`)ρ2(`). Our main interest is in the case L = F × F × F
where ρ(`1, `2, `3) = (`2, `3, `1).

Definition 4. A cyclic composition over (L, ρ) is a free L-module V with a non-
singular L-valued quadratic form Q and an F-bilinear multiplication (x, y) 7→ x ∗ y
that is ρ-semilinear in x and ρ2-semilinear in y and satisfies the following identities:

Q(x ∗ y) = ρ(Q(x))ρ2(Q(y)),

bQ(x ∗ y, z) = ρ(bQ(y ∗ z, x)) = ρ2(bQ(z ∗ x, y)),

where bQ(x, y) := Q(x + y) − Q(x) − Q(y) is the polar form of Q. An isomor-
phism from (V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) to (V ′,L′, ρ′, ∗′, Q′) is a pair of F-linear isomorphisms
ϕ0 : (L, ρ) → (L′, ρ′) (i.e., ϕ0 is an isomorphism that satisfies ϕ0ρ = ρ′ϕ0) and
ϕ1 : V → V ′ such that ϕ1 is ϕ0-semilinear, ϕ1(x∗y) = ϕ1(x)∗′ϕ1(y) and ϕ0(Q(x)) =
Q′(ϕ1(x)) for all x, y ∈ V .

As a consequence, V also satisfies

(4) (x ∗ y) ∗ x = ρ2(Q(x))y and x ∗ (y ∗ x) = ρ(Q(x))y.

If (S, ?, n) is a symmetric composition algebra then S⊗L becomes a cyclic com-
position with Q(x⊗ `) = n(x)`2 (extended to sums in the obvious way using the
polar form of n) and (x⊗ `) ∗ (y⊗m) = (x ? y)⊗ ρ(`)ρ2(m). With L = F × F× F
and ρ(`1, `2, `3) = (`2, `3, `1), this gives V = S× S× S with Q = (n, n, n) and

(5) (x1, x2, x3) ∗ (y1, y2, y3) = (x2 ? y3, x3 ? y1, x1 ? y2).

For S of dimension 8, the multiplication (5) allows us to interpret Tri(S, ?, n) as
AutL(V, ∗, Q), the group of L-linear automorphisms (i.e., with ϕ0 = id), and
Tri(S, ?, n) o A3 as AutF(V,L, ρ, ∗, Q), the group of all automorphisms (see Def-
inition 4). This interpretation can be made at the level of group schemes:

AutF(V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) = Tri(S, ?, n)oA3 ' Spin(S, n)oA3.
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Similarly, tri(S, ?, n) can be interpreted as DerL(V, ∗, Q) := {d ∈ so(V,Q) | d(x∗y) =
d(x) ∗ y + x ∗ d(y) ∀x, y ∈ V }.

2.5. Twisted compositions. In order to deal with the case L = R × C, we will
need the following generalization of cyclic compositions. Let L be a cubic étale
algebra over F, with the norm N = NL/F : L → F, the trace T = TL/F : L → F,
and the adjoint ] : L → L. (The latter is the unique quadratic map satisfying
``] = N(`) for all ` ∈ L.) For example, if L = R × C then, for any ` = (b, c), we
have N(`) = bcc̄, T (`) = b+ c+ c̄, and `] = (cc̄, bc̄).

Definition 5. A twisted composition over L is a free L-module V with a nonsingular
L-valued quadratic form Q and an F-quadratic map β : V → V that satisfy the
following conditions:

β(`v) = `]β(v),

Q(β(v)) = Q(v)],

NV (v) := bQ(v, β(v)) ∈ F,

for all v ∈ V and ` ∈ L. An isomorphism from (V,L, β,Q) to (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) is
a pair of F-linear isomorphisms ϕ0 : L → L′ and ϕ1 : V → V ′ such that ϕ1 is
ϕ0-semilinear, ϕ1(β(v)) = β′(ϕ1(v)) and ϕ0(Q(v)) = Q′(ϕ1(v)) for all v ∈ V .

This concept generalizes cyclic compositions in the following sense (see [KMRT98,
Proposition 36.12]): if L is Galois with respect to the cyclic group of order 3 and
ρi, i = 1, 2, are the nontrivial elements of this group then any cyclic composition
(V,L, ρi, ∗i, Q) yields a twisted composition (V,L, β,Q) by setting β(v) := v ∗i v
for all v ∈ V and, conversely, for any twisted composition (V,L, β,Q), there is a
unique pair of cyclic compositions (V,L, ρi, ∗i, Q), i = 1, 2, such that β(v) = v ∗i v
for all v ∈ V . Moreover, these cyclic compositions are the opposites of one another:
x ∗1 y = y ∗2 x for all x, y ∈ V .

If (V,L, β,Q) is a twisted composition and λ, µ ∈ L×, one checks that β̃(v) :=

λβ(v) and Q̃(v) := µQ(v) define a twisted composition if and only if µ = λ]

(see [KMRT98, Lemma 36.1]). We will say that an isomorphism (V,L, β̃, Q̃) →
(V ′,L′, β′, Q′) is a similitude from (V,L, β,Q) to (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) with parameter
λ and multiplier λ]. In particular, for any ` ∈ L×, the mappings ϕ0 = id and
ϕ1(v) = `v define a similitude from (V,L, β,Q) to itself with parameter `−1`] and
multiplier `2.

It is known (see [KMRT98, Proposition 36.3]) that, for L = F × F × F, any
twisted composition is similar to the one determined by the cyclic composition
S⊗L, with multiplication given by Equation (5), where (S, ?, n) is a para-Hurwitz
algebra. (Using extension of scalars, it follows that, for any L, the L-rank of a
twisted composition can be 1, 2, 4 or 8.)

We will need the following generalization of the construction S⊗L, with S para-
Hurwitz, to an arbitrary cubic étale algebra L. Let ∆ be the discriminant of L and
let Σ ' L⊗∆ be the S3-Galois closure of L (see e.g. [KMRT98, §18B, §18C]). By
definition, ∆ consists of the fixed points of the subgroup A3 ⊂ S3 in Σ, so ∆ is a
quadratic étale algebra over F and Σ is A3-Galois over ∆. Note that ∆ ' F × F
if L admits the structure of a Galois algebra over A3, and ∆ is a quadratic field
extension of F otherwise. Using the A3-action on Σ, we can define the structure
of cyclic composition on S ⊗ Σ ' S⊗L ⊗ ∆ for each of the 3-cycles ρ in A3, and
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they both determine the same twisted composition (S ⊗ Σ,Σ, β,Q). We want to
descend from Σ to L and from ∆ to F. To this end, let ι be the generator of the
Galois group of ∆ over F. It is the restriction of any of the three transpositions in
S3 acting on Σ. There are actually three ways to identify Σ with L ⊗∆ because,
for each transposition, the algebra of fixed points in Σ is canonically isomorphic to
L. Fix one transposition, say, (2, 3), and the corresponding identification. Then
(2, 3) acts on L⊗∆ as id⊗ ι. It follows that the involutive operator ι̃ :=¯⊗ id⊗ ι
on S⊗ L⊗∆ determines a Galois descent from L⊗∆ to L, so

(6) V := {x ∈ S⊗ L⊗∆ | ι̃(x) = x}

is an L-form. Since ι̃(x ∗ y) = ι̃(y) ∗ ι̃(x), the map β(x) = x ∗x restricts to V . Also,
the restriction of Q to V takes values in L. Thus we obtain a twisted composition
(V,L, β,Q), which we will denote by TC(S,L). A twisted composition similar to
some TC(S,L) is said to be a twisted Hurwitz composition.

It is known (see e.g. [KMRT98, Corollary 36.29]) that if L is not a field — in
other words, L = F × K where K is a quadratic étale algebra over F — then any
twisted composition over L is a twisted Hurwitz composition. Note that in this case
∆ ' K. Specifically for L = R×C, we have ∆ ' C and Σ ' C×C×C, with S3 acting
by ρ · (c1, c2, c3) = (cρ−1(1), cρ−1(2), cρ−1(3)) for a 3-cycle ρ and (2, 3) · (c1, c2, c3) =
(c̄1, c̄3, c̄2); L is embedded in C× C× C by (b, c) 7→ (b, c, c̄).

For any twisted composition (V,L, β,Q) of rank 8, the affine group scheme
AutL(V, β,Q) of L-linear automorphisms is a twisted form of Spin8 (which arises
when V = S ⊗ L where L = F × F × F and S is the para-Hurwitz algebra associ-
ated to the split Cayley algebra) and is denoted by Spin(V,L, β,Q) (see [KMRT98,
§36.A]). We have a short exact sequence:

(7) 1 // Spin(V,L, β,Q) // AutF(V,L, β,Q) // AutF(L) // 1

The tangent algebra of Spin(V,L, β,Q) is

DerL(V, β,Q) := {d ∈ so(V,Q) | d(β(x, y)) = β(d(x), y) + β(x, d(y)) ∀x, y ∈ V },

which is a simple Lie algebra of type D4 (see [KMRT98, §45.B]). Here β(x, y) :=
β(x+ y)− β(x)− β(y).

2.6. Trialitarian algebras. The definition is given in [KMRT98, §43.A] and re-
quires some preparation. First, if A is a central simple (associative) algebra over
F, charF 6= 2, and σ is an orthogonal involution on A then one can define the
Clifford algebra Cl(A, σ) as the quotient of the tensor algebra of the space A mod-
ulo certain relations (see [KMRT98, §8.B]). If A = EndF(V ), where V is a (finite-
dimensional) vector space over F, and σ is induced by a quadratic form Q on V then
Cl(A, σ) ' Cl0(V,Q), the even part of the well-known Clifford algebra of a quadratic
space. The inclusion of A into its tensor algebra yields a canonical F-linear map
κ : A→ Cl(A, σ), whose image generates Cl(A, σ), but which is neither injective nor
a homomorphism of algebras. This construction is functorial for isomorphisms of
algebras with involution: given such an isomorphism ϕ : (A, σ)→ (A′, σ′), there is
a unique isomorphism Cl(ϕ) : Cl(A, σ)→ Cl(A′, σ′) such that κ′ϕ = Cl(ϕ)κ. In par-
ticular, σ determines a unique involution σ = Cl(σ) on Cl(A, σ). Also, any action
(respectively, grading) by a group on the algebra with involution (A, σ) gives rise to
a unique action (respectively, grading) on the algebra with involution (Cl(A, σ), σ)
such that κ is equivariant (respectively, preserves the degree). The isomorphism
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Cl0(V,Q) → Cl(A, σ) mentioned above in the case A = EndF(V ) sends, for any
x, y ∈ V , the element x · y ∈ Cl0(V,Q) to the image of the operator z 7→ xbQ(y, z)
under κ. We will also need a generalization of the Clifford algebra construction
for a separable associative algebra with involution: the center is an étale algebra
L over F, i.e., the direct product of (finite) separable field extensions of F, and we
require that the involution be L-linear and orthogonal on each factor, so we can
apply the above considerations separately over each factor.

Next, we introduce an analog of Definitions 2 and 3 for triples of central sim-
ple algebras of degree 8 over F. Let (S, •, n) be the para-Hurwitz algebra asso-
ciated to the split Cayley algebra over F. Recall that it gives an S3-action on
PGO+(S, n) = PGO+

8 . In particular, A3 acts by cyclic permutations of the fol-
lowing triples (ψ,ψ+, ψ−) of elements of PGO+(Ssep, nsep) ⊂ AutFsep

(Rsep, σsep),
where Fsep is a separable closure of F, R = EndF(S), σ is the involution of R in-
duced by n, and the subscript sep denotes objects obtained by extending scalars
from F to Fsep. Identities (3) imply that the mapping

x 7→
(

0 rx
lx 0

)
∈ EndF

(
S⊕ S

)
, x ∈ S,

where lx(y) := x • y =: ry(x), extends to an isomorphism of Z2-graded algebras
with involution

αS : (Cl(S, n), τ)
∼→ (EndF

(
S⊕ S

)
, σ̃),

where τ is the standard involution of the Clifford algebra and σ̃ is induced by the
quadratic form n ⊥ n on S ⊕ S. Restricting to the even part and using the above
isomorphism Cl0(S, n) ' Cl(R, σ), we obtain the isomorphism

αR : (Cl(R, σ), σ)
∼→ (R, σ)× (R, σ).

Given ψ ∈ PGO+(Ssep, nsep), the corresponding ψ+ and ψ− are determined by

the condition (ψ+ × ψ−)αRsep
= αRsep

Cl(ψ). The S3-action on PGO+(Ssep, nsep)

yields an S3-action on continuous 1-cocycles G → PGO+(Ssep, nsep) where G =
Gal(Fsep/F). Each such 1-cocycle γ twists the standard action of G on (Rsep, σsep)
and hence determines a twisted form (A, σA) of (R, σ). Similarly, γ+ and γ− de-
termine twisted forms (B, σB) and (C, σC), respectively. This situation can be
described in more abstract terms: a related triple of algebras over F is an or-
dered triple (A,B,C), where A, B and C are central simple algebras of degree
8 with orthogonal involutions σA, σB and σC , respectively, together with an iso-
morphism of algebras with involution αA : (Cl(A, σA), σA)

∼→ (B, σB) × (C, σC).
An isomorphism ((A,B,C), αA) → ((A′, B′, C ′), αA′) is a triple of isomorphisms
ϕ1 : (A, σA)→ (A′, σA′), ϕ2 : (B, σB)→ (B′, σB′) and ϕ3 : (C, σC)→ (C ′, σC′) such
that (ϕ2×ϕ3)αA = αACl(ϕ1). If A, B and C are the F-forms of Rsep as above, then
αA is just the restriction of αRsep

. Conversely, any related triple of algebras is iso-
morphic to one of this form. It follows that there is an A3-action on related triples of
algebras: the algebras A, B and C are permuted cyclically and the isomorphism αA
determines analogous isomorphisms αB : (Cl(B, σB), σB)

∼→ (C, σC) × (A, σA) and

αC : (Cl(C, σC), σC)
∼→ (A, σA)×(B, σB). Actually, we have an S3-action on related

triples of algebras: (2, 3) sends (A,B,C) to (A,C,B) and αA to its composition
with the flip B × C → C ×B.
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Remark 6. Our treatment here differs from [KMRT98, §42.A], where αA is not
fixed and the ordering of triples is different. Thus, our related triple ((A,B,C), αA)
corresponds to a trialitarian triple (A,C,B) in [KMRT98].

Now consider the following objects: (E,L, ρ, σ, α) where L is a cubic étale alge-
bra, ρ is a generator of A3, E is an associative algebra with center L such that, for
each primitive idempotent ε ∈ L, the algebra εE is central simple of degree 8 over
εL, σ is an L-linear involution of E that is orthogonal on each εE, and finally

α :
(
Cl(E, σ), σ

) ∼ // (E ⊗∆, σ ⊗ id)ρ

is an isomorphism of L-algebras with involution, where ∆ is the discriminant of L
and the superscript ρ denotes the twist of the (L ⊗ ∆)-module structure through
the action of ρ on L ⊗ ∆. Recall that we identified L ⊗ ∆ with the S3-Galois
closure of L so there is an action of S3 on L ⊗ ∆ such that L ' L ⊗ 1 is the
set of fixed points of (2, 3) and ∆ ' 1 ⊗ ∆ is the set of fixed points of A3. An
isomorphism (E,L, ρ, σ, α) → (E′,L′, ρ′, σ′, α′) is defined to be an isomorphism
ϕ : (E, σ)→ (E′, σ′) of F-algebras with involution such that the following diagram
commutes:

Cl(E, σ)
α //

Cl(ϕ)

��

(E ⊗∆)ρ

ϕ⊗ δ
��

Cl(E′, σ′)
α′ // (E′ ⊗∆′)ρ

′

where δ : ∆→ ∆′ is the isomorphism induced by the restriction ϕ : L→ L′.
If L = F×F×F then ∆ = F×F and L⊗∆ ' L×L where the action of (2, 3) on

L⊗∆ interchanges the two components and hence ρ acts on them in opposite ways;
we order the components so that ρ acts as itself on the second and as ρ2 on the

first. Consequently, (E ⊗∆)ρ ' Eρ2 ×Eρ. If we write E = E1 ×E2 ×E3 and σ =
σ1×σ2×σ3 then, say, for ρ = (1, 3, 2), the isomorphism α can be regarded as a triple
of isomorphisms: αi : (Cl(Ei, σi), σi)→ (Ei+1, σi+1)× (Ei+2, σi+2), with subscripts
modulo 3. These isomorphisms make (E1, E2, E3), (E2, E3, E1) and (E3, E1, E2)
related triples of algebras. We say that (E,F × F × F, ρ, σ, α) is a trialitarian
algebra if these triples form an A3-orbit.

Note that this condition is not affected by extension of scalars. For an arbitrary
L, we declare (E,L, ρ, σ, α) a trialitarian algebra if it takes this form upon extension

of scalars to some (and hence any) field F̃ that splits L, i.e., L⊗ F̃ ' F̃× F̃× F̃.
For any trialitarian algebra, the automorphism group scheme AutF(E,L, σ, α)

does not depend on the choice of ρ. The subgroupscheme of L-linear automorphisms
is a twisted form of PGO+

8 and is denoted by PGO+(E,L, σ, α) (see [KMRT98,
§44.A]). We have a short exact sequence:

(8) 1 // PGO+(E,L, σ, α) // AutF(E,L, σ, α)
π // AutF(L) // 1

(compare with (2)). If L = F×K where K is a quadratic étale algebra over F then
E ' A × Cl(A, σA) and the restriction to the first factor is a closed embedding
PGO+(E,L, σ, α) → AutF(A, σA) whose image is the connected component of
AutF(A, σA).
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2.7. The trialitarian algebra EndL(V ). Let (V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) be a cyclic compo-
sition of rank 8. Consider E = EndL(V ), with involution σ determined by the
quadratic form Q. Since L is Galois, we have ∆ = F × F and we can identify

(E ⊗∆)ρ with Eρ
2 × Eρ.

Definition 7. The multiplication ∗ of V allows us to define the remaining part of
the structure of trialitarian algebra on E, namely, the isomorphism of L-algebras

with involution α : Cl(E, σ)
∼→ Eρ

2 × Eρ, by using the Clifford algebra Cl(V,Q) as
follows. Identities (4) imply that the mapping

x 7→
(

0 rx
lx 0

)
∈ EndL

(
V ρ

2

⊕ V ρ
)
, x ∈ V,

where lx(y) := x ∗ y =: ry(x), extends to an isomorphism of Z2-graded algebras
with involution

αV : (Cl(V,Q), τ)
∼→ (EndL

(
V ρ

2

⊕ V ρ
)
, σ̃),

where τ is the standard involution of the Clifford algebra and σ̃ is induced by the

quadratic form Qρ
2 ⊥ Qρ on V ρ

2 ⊕ V ρ, with Qρ(x) := ρ−1(Q(x)). Then α is
obtained by restricting αV to the even part Cl0(V,Q) and identifying Cl(E, σ) with
Cl0(V,Q). Explicitly,

α : κ
(
xbQ(y, ·)

)
7→ (rxly, lxry), x, y ∈ V.

More generally, if (V,L, β,Q) is a twisted composition where L is not necessarily
Galois then, for a fixed 3-cycle ρ, one can consider the extension of scalars from F to
∆ and use the corresponding unique cyclic composition (V ⊗∆,L⊗∆, ρ, ∗, Q⊗ id)
to construct α that makes E = EndL(V ) a trialitarian algebra (see [KMRT98,
Proposition 36.19]). The trialitarian algebras of this form are characterized by
the property that the class [E] in the Brauer group of L is trivial (see [KMRT98,
Proposition 44.16]).

For E = EndL(V ), let G be the group scheme of invertible F-linear endomor-
phisms of V that are semilinear over L and consider the homomorphism Int : G→
AutF(E) where IntR(a) is the conjugation by a ∈ G(R) on ER = EndL⊗R(V ⊗R),
for all R ∈ AlgF. Then Int restricts to a quotient map AutF(V,L, β,Q) →
AutF(E,L, σ, α). In fact, we obtain a morphism of short exact sequences from
(7) to (8), which is the identity on AutF(L) and the quotient modulo the center on
Spin(V,L, β,Q).

2.8. Trialitarian algebras and simple Lie algebras of type D4. As mentioned
in the Introduction, there is a fundamental connection between trialitarian algebras
and simple Lie algebras of type D4 (see [KMRT98, §45]). For any trialitarian
algebra, the canonical map κ yields an injective homomorphism 1

2κ : Skew(E, σ)→
Skew(Cl(E, σ), σ) of Lie algebras over L, and the F-subspace

L(E,L, ρ, σ, α) := {x ∈ Skew(E, σ) | α(κ(x)) = 2x⊗ 1}

is a simple Lie algebra of type D4. For E = EndL(V ), this Lie algebra is equal to
DerL(V, β,Q).

The restriction from E to L(E) := L(E,L, ρ, σ, α) yields an isomorphism of affine

group schemes Res : AutF(E,L, σ, α)
∼→ AutF(L(E)). Note that, if E = EndL(V )

then the composition Res◦Int is the adjoint representation Ad: AutF(V,L, β,Q)→
AutF(DerL(V, β,Q)).
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3. Gradings on Cayley algebras and simple Lie algebras of type G2

Gradings on the two Cayley algebras O and Os over R will be instrumental to
classify Type III gradings on the simple Lie algebras of type D4. Over algebraically
closed fields, gradings on Cayley algebras have been classified up to isomorphism
in [Eld98] and [EK13, §4.2]. In this section, this will be extended to arbitrary fields
and, as a particular case, the situation over R (or any real closed field) will be given
explicitly.

Recall the Cayley–Dickson doubling process: given an associative Hurwitz alge-
bra Q over a field F with norm n such that its polar form is nondegenerate (which
excludes the ground field if its characteristic is 2) and any nonzero scalar α ∈ F×,
let C be the direct sum of two copies of Q, where we formally write the element
(x, y) as x + yu, so C = Q ⊕ Qu. Then C is a Hurwitz algebra with multiplication
and norm given by:

(a+ bu)(c+ du) = (ac+ αdb) + (da+ bc)u,

n
(
a+ bu

)
= n(a)− αn(b).

The new algebra thus obtained will be denoted by CD(Q, α). For example, the
classical real algebras of complex numbers, quaternions, and octonions, are ob-
tained as C = CD(R,−1), H = CD(C,−1), and O = CD(H,−1). We will write
CD(A, α, β) := CD

(
CD(A, α), β

)
and similarly for CD(A, α, β, γ), so, for instance,

we have O = CD(R,−1,−1,−1).
Conversely, given any Hurwitz algebra C with norm n and a subalgebra Q such

that the restriction to Q of the polar form of n is nondegenerate, and given any
nonisotropic element u ∈ Q⊥, it follows that n

(
Q,Qu

)
= 0 and that Q ⊕ Qu is a

subalgebra of C isomorphic to CD(Q, α) with α = −n(u) = u2.
Now let Q be a quaternion subalgebra of a Cayley algebra C over a field F, and

let u ∈ Q⊥ with n(u) = −γ 6= 0. Then C = Q⊕ Qu is isomorphic to CD(Q, γ), and
this gives a Z2-grading on C with C0̄ = Q and C1̄ = Q⊥ = Qu.

The quaternion subalgebra Q can be obtained in turn from a quadratic étale
subalgebra K as Q = K⊕Kv ' CD(K, β), with v ∈ Q∩K⊥, n(v) = −β 6= 0. Then
C is isomorphic to CD(K, β, γ), and this gives a Z2

2-grading on C with C(0̄,0̄) = K,
C(1̄,0̄) = Kv, C(0̄,1̄) = Ku, C(1̄,1̄) = (Kv)u = K(uv).

If charF 6= 2, then K can be obtained in turn from the ground field F: K =
F⊕ Fw ' CD(F, α), with w ∈ K ∩ F⊥, n(w) = −α 6= 0, so C = CD(F, α, β, γ), and
this gives a Z3

2-grading on C.
These gradings by Zr2, r = 1, 2, 3, are called the gradings induced by the Cayley–

Dickson doubling process [EK13, p. 131]. The groups Zr2 are the universal grading
groups.

In a different vein, on the split Cayley algebra Cs over a field F, there is a fine
grading, called Cartan grading, whose homogeneous components are the eigenspaces
for the action of a maximal torus of AutF(Cs). Its universal grading group is Z2.

Theorem 8 ([Eld98],[EK13, Theorem 4.12]). Any nontrivial grading on a Cayley
algebra is, up to equivalence, either a grading induced by the Cayley–Dickson dou-
bling process or a coarsening of the Cartan grading on the split Cayley algebra. �

Moreover, the proof of [EK13, Theorem 4.12] shows that if C =
⊕

g∈G Cg is a
grading on a Cayley algebra C and if Ce is a split Hurwitz algebra of dimension
≥ 2, then Ce contains two nontrivial orthogonal idempotents, and the grading is,
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up to equivalence, a coarsening of the Cartan grading. Thus we may strengthen
the previous result as follows:

Theorem 9. Any nontrivial grading on a Cayley algebra is, up to equivalence,
either a grading induced by the Cayley–Dickson doubling process starting with a
Hurwitz division subalgebra, or a coarsening of the Cartan grading on the split
Cayley algebra. �

In order to state the classification of G-gradings, up to isomorphism, on Cayley
algebras over an arbitrary field F, we need some notation. Let Cs be the split Cayley
algebra and consider its Cartan grading as described in [EK13, p. 131]. There is a
good basis {e1, e2, u1, u2, u3, v1, v2, v3} of Cs with

e2
i = ei, e1uj = uje2 = uj , e2vj = vje1 = vj ,

ujuk = εjklvl, vjvk = εjklul,

ujvj = −e1, vjuj = −e2,

for any i = 1, 2, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, and all other products equal to 0, where εjkl is the
Levi-Civita symbol (εjkl = 0 if two indices are equal, otherwise εjkl is the sign of
the permutation 1 7→ j, 2 7→ k, 3 7→ l). The Cartan grading is then the Z2-grading
on Cs with deg(e1) = deg(e2) = (0, 0) and

deg(u1) = (1, 0) = −deg(v1),

deg(u2) = (0, 1) = −deg(v2),

−deg(u3) = (1, 1) = deg(v3).

Consider the following gradings on Cayley algebras:

• Let γ = (g1, g2, g3) be a triple of elements in G with g1g2g3 = e. Denote
by ΓCs

(G, γ) the G-grading on Cs induced from the Cartan grading by the
homomorphism Z2 → G sending (1, 0) 7→ g1 and (0, 1) 7→ g2. For two such
triples γ and γ′, we write γ ∼ γ′ if there exists a permutation π ∈ Sym(3)
such that either g′i = gπ(i) for all i = 1, 2, 3, or g′i = g−1

π(i) for all i = 1, 2, 3.

Note that if γ = (e, e, e), we obtain the trivial grading.
• Let Q be a quaternion division subalgebra of C and let T = 〈t〉 be a subgroup

of order 2 in G. Denote by ΓC(G,Q, T ) the G-grading on C with Ce = Q

and Ct = Q⊥. Up to equivalence, this is a grading by Z2 induced by the
Cayley–Dickson doubling process.

• Let K be a quadratic separable subfield of C and let T be an elementary
abelian subgroup of order 4 in G. Then C is obtained by the Cayley–
Dickson doubling process as C = CD(K, α, β) = K ⊕ Ku ⊕ Kv ⊕ K(uv)
with n(u) = −α, n(v) = −β. Let t1, t2 be generators of T and consider the
G-grading on C with Ce = K, Ct1 = Ku, Ct2 = Kv, Ct1t2 = K(uv).

Unlike in the previous case, here we have some freedom in choosing
α = −n(u) and β = −n(v). More precisely, for any nonisotropic x ∈
C, define µ(x) := n(x)n(K×), which is an element in the quotient group
F×/n(K×). Then µ(x) is trivial for any x ∈ K×, while µ(x) ∈ −αn(K×)
for any x ∈ Ku, µ(x) ∈ −βn(K×) for any x ∈ Kv, and µ(x) ∈ αβn(K⊥)
for any x ∈ K(uv). Thus, we obtain a well-defined map T → F×/n(K×),
which we also denote by µ, such that µ(t) = µ(x) for any x ∈ Ct, and this
map is a group homomorphism because the norm is multiplicative. The
G-grading above depends, up to isomorphism, only on the subalgebra K,
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the subgroup T , and the homomorphism µ : T → F×/n(K×); it will be
denoted by ΓC(G,K, T, µ).

Note that the homomorphism µ is not arbitrary: if T = {e, t1, t2, t3}
and if µ̃i ∈ F× denotes a representative of µ(ti), then the norm n must
be isometric to the orthogonal sum nK ⊥ µ̃1nK ⊥ µ̃2nK ⊥ µ̃3nK, where
nK denotes the restriction of n to K. Such homomorphisms will be called
admissible.
• If charF 6= 2, C can be obtained by the Cayley–Dickson doubling process as
C = CD(F, α, β, γ) = F⊕Fu⊕Fv⊕Fuv⊕Fw⊕Fuw⊕Fvw⊕F(uv)w, where
n(u) = −α, n(v) = −β and n(w) = −γ. Let T be an elementary abelian
subgroup of order 8 in G and let t1, t2, t3 be generators of T . Consider the
G-grading determined by deg(u) = t1, deg(v) = t2, and deg(w) = t3.

Similarly to the previous case, we obtain a group homomorphism µ : T →
F×/(F×)2 given by µ(t) = µ(x)(F×)2 for any x ∈ Ct. The G-grading
above depends, up to isomorphism, only on T and µ; it will be denoted by
ΓC(G,F, T, µ).

Again, µ is not an arbitrary homomorphism: if T = {e, ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ 7}
and if µ̃i ∈ F× denotes a representative of µ(ti), then the norm n must be
isometric to the diagonal quadratic form diag(1, µ̃1, . . . , µ̃7). Such homo-
morphisms will be called admissible.

The next result extends [EK13, Theorem 4.21] to arbitrary fields.

Theorem 10. Let C be a Cayley algebra over a field F and let G be an abelian
group. Then any nontrivial G-grading on C is isomorphic to one of the following:

• ΓCs
(G, γ) for a triple γ ∈ G3, γ 6= (e, e, e), if C is the split Cayley algebra;

• ΓC(G,Q, T ) for a quaternion division subalgebra Q of C and a subgroup T
of order 2 in G;
• ΓC(G,K, T, µ) for a quadratic separable subfield K of C, an elementary

abelian subgroup T of order 4 in G, and an admissible group homomorphism
µ : T → F×/n(K×);
• ΓC(G,F, T, µ) for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 8 in G and a

admissible group homomorphism µ : T → F×/(F×)2, if charF 6= 2.

Two G-gradings in different items are not isomorphic, and

• ΓCs
(G, γ) is isomorphic to ΓCs

(G, γ′) if and only if γ ∼ γ′;
• ΓC(G,Q, T ) is isomorphic to ΓC(G,Q′, T ′) if and only if Q is isomorphic to
Q′ and T = T ′;
• ΓC(G,K, T, µ) is isomorphic to ΓC(G,K′, T ′, µ′) if and only if K is isomor-

phic to K′ and (T, µ) = (T ′, µ′);
• ΓC(G,F, T, µ) is isomorphic to ΓC(G,F, T ′, µ′) if and only (T, µ) = (T ′, µ′).

Proof. Any G-grading on C is isomorphic to a grading on our list by Theorem 9.
The isomorphism condition for coarsenings of the Cartan grading is proved as in
[EK13, Theorem 4.21]. In the remaining cases, any isomorphism of G-gradings
Γ and Γ′ takes the homogeneous component Ce of Γ to the component C′e of Γ′.
This shows that gradings in different items cannot be isomorphic and that the
subalgebra Q (respectively K) must be isomorphic to Q′ (respectively K′) in the
corresponding items. Also, any isomorphism of gradings preserves the support and
the norm, which gives the conditions (T, µ) = (T ′, µ′). Conversely, assume for
instance that K and K′ are isomorphic quadratic separable subfields of C, and that
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we have two G-gradings Γ = ΓC(G,K, T, µ) and Γ′ = ΓC(G,K′, T, µ). Then we
have Γ : C = K⊕Ku⊕Kv ⊕K(uv) and Γ′ : C = K′ ⊕K′u′ ⊕K′v′ ⊕K′(u′v′). As
µ(u) = µ(u′), there exists a ∈ (K′)× such that n(u) = n(a)n(u′) = n(au′), so any
isomorphism ϕ : K → K′ extends to an isomorphism ϕ1 : CD(K, α) = K ⊕ Ku →
CD(K′, α′) = K′ ⊕K′u′ with ϕ1(u) = au′. Also, there exists b ∈ (K′)× such that
n(v) = n(bv′), so ϕ1 extends to an automorphism ϕ2 of C with ϕ2(v) = bv′. Then
ϕ2 is an isomorphism from Γ to Γ′. The remaining cases are similar. �

If charF 6= 2, any grading ΓC(G,Q, T ) or ΓC(G,K, T, µ) is a coarsening of a
grading ΓC(G,F, T, µ), which is equivalent to ΓC(Z3

2,F,Z3
2, µ). On the other hand,

if charF = 2, any grading ΓC(G,Q, T ) is a coarsening of a grading ΓC(G,K, T, µ).
The following result is now clear.

Corollary 11. Let C be a Cayley algebra over a field F. Then, up to equivalence,
the fine abelian group gradings on C and their universal grading groups are the
following.

• If C is split, the Cartan grading with universal group Z2.
• If charF 6= 2, the gradings ΓC(Z3

2,F,Z3
2, µ) with universal group Z3

2; two
such gradings, corresponding to µ and µ′, are equivalent if and only if there
is an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(Z3

2) such that µ′ = µ ◦ ϕ.
• If charF = 2, the gradings ΓC(Z2

2,K,Z2
2, µ) with universal group Z2

2, where
K is a quadratic separable subfield of C; two such gradings, corresponding to
(K, µ) and (K′, µ′), are equivalent if and only if K and K′ are isomorphic
and there is an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(Z2

2) such that µ′ = µ ◦ ϕ. �

Remark 12. We leave the classification of gradings up to isomorphism and of fine
grading up to equivalence on quaternion algebras as an exercise for the reader. The
situation is similar to Theorem 10 and Corollary 11, but simpler.

If the characteristic of F is different from 2 and 3, the Lie algebra of derivations
DerF(C) of a Cayley algebra C is a simple Lie algebra of type G2, and any simple
Lie algebra of type G2 appears in this way. (If charF = 3, DerF(C) is not simple,
while if charF = 2, DerF(C) is isomorphic to psl4(F), regardless of the isomorphism
class of C [CE16].) Moreover, assuming charF 6= 2, the adjoint representation gives
an isomorphism of group schemes Ad: AutF(C) → Aut

(
DerF(C)

)
(see [EK13,

Theorem 4.35] and [CE16, Section 3]), hence any G-grading on DerF(C) is induced
by a unique grading on C, with two gradings on C being isomorphic (respectively,
two fine gradings being equivalent) if and only if the induced gradings on DerF(C)
are isomorphic (respectively, equivalent). Therefore, Theorem 10 and Corollary 11
immediately give the clasification, respectively, of G-gradings up to isomorphism
and of fine gradings up to equivalence on the simple Lie algebras of type G2.

Over R, there is a unique quadratic field C and a unique quaternion division
algebra H. Moreover n(C×) = n(H×) = n(O×) = (R×)2 = R>0, and R×/(R×)2 is
isomorphic to the cyclic group {±1}.

It follows that, for the octonion division algebra O, the admissible group ho-
momorphisms µ are all trivial, as n(O×) = (R×)2, and we may write simply
ΓO(G,H, T ), ΓO(G,C, T ) and ΓO(G,R, T ), forgetting the µ, where T is an elemen-
tary abelian subgroup of order 2, 4 or 8, respectively, in G. On the other hand, for
the split octonion algebra Os, no admissible group homomorphism µ : T → {±1} '
R×/(R×)2 can be trivial, i.e., it must take the value −1 (as otherwise the norm of
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Os would be definite), so there are three possibilities if the order of T is 4 and seven
possibilities if the order is 8. The next result is a consequence of Theorem 10.

Corollary 13. Let G be an abelian group.

(1) Any nontrivial G-grading on the real octonion division algebra O is isomor-
phic to exactly one of the following gradings:
• ΓO(G,H, T ) for a subgroup T of order 2 in G;
• ΓO(G,C, T ) for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 4 in G;
• ΓO(G,R, T ) for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 8 in G.

(2) Any G-grading on the real split octonion algebra Os is isomorphic to one
of the following gradings:
• ΓOs(G, γ) for a triple γ ∈ G3, with two such gradings, corresponding

to γ and γ′, being isomorphic if and only if γ ∼ γ′;
• ΓOs

(G,H, T ) for a subgroup T of order 2 in G;
• ΓOs

(G,C, T, µ) for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 4 in G
and a nontrivial group homomorphism µ : T → {±1} (so, for each
such T , there are three different possibilities for µ, which give noniso-
morphic gradings);

• ΓOs
(G,R, T, µ) for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 8 in G

and a nontrivial group homomorphism µ : T → {±1} (so, for each
such T , there are seven different possibilities for µ, which give noniso-
morphic gradings). �

As for fine gradings, Corollary 11 gives the next result.

Corollary 14.

(1) Up to equivalence, the only fine grading on the real octonion division algebra
O is ΓO(Z3

2,R,Z3
2).

(2) Up to equivalence, the fine gradings on the real split octonion algebra Os are
the Cartan grading and the grading ΓOs(Z3

2,R,Z3
2, µ), where µ

(
(1̄, 0̄, 0̄)

)
=

µ
(
(0̄, 1̄, 0̄)

)
= 1, µ

(
(0̄, 0̄, 1̄)

)
= −1. �

Passing to the Lie algebras of derivations, we see (cf. [CDM10]) that the com-
pact real form of type G2 admits, up to equivalence, only one fine grading, whose
universal group is Z3

2 and which has 7 homogeneous components of dimension 2,
while the split real form of type G2 admits, up to equivalence, two fine gradings:
the Cartan grading and a Z3

2-grading analogous to the one on the compact form.

4. Gradings of Type I and II on simple real Lie algebras of type D4

We will now briefly discuss gradings of Types I and II on the simple Lie algebras
of type D4 over the field R (or any real closed field) by an abelian group G. So, let
L = sop,q(R), p+q = 8, p ≥ q. As mentioned in the Introduction, L ' L(E) for the
trialitarian algebra E = A× Cl(A, σA) where A = M8(R) and σA is an orthogonal
involution of inertia (p, q). The involution σ of E is σA×σA, the center L is R×K,
where K is the center of the Clifford algebra, and the trialitarian structure α is
given by [KMRT98, Proposition 43.15].
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4.1. Classification up to isomorphism. Let Γ be a G-grading on L and let
η = ηΓ be the corresponding homomorphism GD → AutR(L) ' AutR(E,L, σ, α).
In this section, we assume that Γ is of Type I or Type II, i.e., the image πη(GD)
in AutR(L) has order 1 or 2, respectively. (Recall that this is automatic unless p
and q are odd.) We will show how Γ can be described in terms of a suitable matrix
model, i.e., a central simple associative R-algebra (of degree 8) R equipped with an
orthogonal involution ϕ. The G-gradings on such algebras with involution (R,ϕ)
are classified up to isomorphism in [BKR17b]. We will say that a grading on (R,ϕ)
is of Type I if the image of the corresponding homomorphism GD → AutR(R,ϕ)
is contained in the connected component of AutR(R,ϕ), and of Type II otherwise.

The distinction can be made by looking at the image of the character group Ĝ :=

Hom(G,C×) (i.e., the group of C-points of GD) under the homomorphism Ĝ →
PGO8(C) associated to the grading on the complexification of (R,ϕ) — see [EK15a,
Lemma 33].

If Γ is of Type I then the corresponding grading on L is trivial and the im-
age η(GD) lies in PGO+

p,q, which is the connected component of PGOp,q =
AutR(A, σA). Hence, Γ can be identified with the restriction of a unique G-grading
on A = M8(R) (of Type I) to the Lie algebra of skew-symmetric elements sop,q(R).
If Γ is of Type II then the grading on L is nontrivial, but we still have a factor of L,
and hence of E, that is G-graded. The details vary depending on (p, q), as follows.

If (p, q) = (8, 0) or (4, 4) then we can identify L with the triality Lie algebra

tri(C, •, n) where (C, •, n) is the para-Hurwitz algebra associated, respectively, to
C = O and C = Os. Here L = R×R×R and E = A×B ×C where A = B = C =
M8(R). Consequently, one can define an outer S3-action on L, which shows that
the groups of R-points of (2) form a split exact sequence:

(9) 1 // PGO+
p,q(R) // AutR(E,L, σ, α)

πR // S3
// 1

If Γ is of Type II then πη(GD) is one of the three subgroupschemes of S3 corre-
sponding to transpositions. Applying, if necessary, an automorphism of E that
projects onto a suitable 3-cycle in S3, we may assume that the transposition is
(2, 3), i.e., η(GD) lies in AutR(A, σA), and Γ can be identified with the restriction
of a unique G-grading on A, just as for Type I gradings. But note that, unlike in
the case of Type I, here the factor A is distinguished. Therefore, in view of the
exact sequence (9), the classification of G-gradings on the Lie algebra L = so8,0(R),
respectively L = so4,4(R), has the following relationship with the classification of
G-gradings on the matrix algebra M8(R) with involution given by a quadratic form
on R8 of inertia (8, 0), respectively (4, 4):

• one isomorphism class of Type I gradings on L may correspond to 1, 2 or 3
isomorphism classes of Type I gradings on M8(R) — see the next subsection
for details;
• there is a bijection between the isomorphism classes of Type II gradings on
L and those of Type II gradings on M8(R).

If (p, q) = (6, 2) then L = R×R×R and E = A×B ×C where A = M8(R) but
B = C = M4(H), so the sequence of R-points of (2) fails to be exact. Actually, we
have the following split exact sequence:

1 // PGO+
6,2(R) // AutR(E,L, σ, α)

πR // 〈(2, 3)〉 // 1
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because any reflection in R8 induces an automorphism of its even Clifford algebra
that interchanges the factors B and C. If Γ is of Type I then it is the restriction
of a unique grading on the distinguished factor A. If Γ is a Type II grading then
we have two possibilities. If πη(GD) is the subgroupscheme of S3 corresponding to
(2, 3) then η(GD) stabilizes the factor A and hence, again, Γ is the restriction of
a unique grading on A. Otherwise, η(GD) stabilizes exactly one of the two factors
B and C. Applying, if necessary, an automorphism of E, we may assume that
it is B. Note that in this case the factor B is distinguished, and also the group
AutR(B, σB) is isomorphic to PGO+

6,2(R). Therefore, the set of isomorphism classes
of gradings on the Lie algebra L = so6,2(R) is in bijection with the disjoint union
of the following two sets:

• the isomorphism classes of gradings on M8(R) with involution given by a
quadratic form on R8 of inertia (6, 2);
• the isomorphism classes of Type II gradings on M4(H) with involution given

by a skew-hermitian form on H4.

If (p, q) = (7, 1) or (5, 3) then L = R× C, E = M8(R)×M8(C), and the groups
of R-points of (2) form the following split exact sequence:

1 // PGO+
p,q(R) // AutR(E,L, σ, α)

πR // AutR(C) // 1

Moreover, AutR(C) ' C2 is the only subgroupscheme of order 2 in AutR(L) ' µ3o
C2, since there is only one subgroup of order 2 in S3 that is stable under the action
of the absolute Galois group. Therefore, the isomorphism classes of G-gradings
of Type I or II on the Lie algebra L = so7,1(R), respectively L = so5,3(R), are
in bijection with the isomorphism classes of G-gradings on M8(R) with involution
given by a quadratic form on R8 of inertia (7, 1), respectively (5, 3).

4.2. Related triples of gradings on EndF(C). In this subsection, the ground field
F is arbitrary with charF 6= 2. We follow [EK15b, §3.1], but without assuming F
algebraically closed. Let L = F×F×F and let (C, •, n) be the para-Hurwitz algebra

associated to a Cayley algebra C. Consider the cyclic composition V = C⊗L, with
ρ(`1, `2, `3) = (`2, `3, `1), and the corresponding trialitarian algebra E = EndL(V ).

Suppose we have a G-grading Γ on (E,L, ρ, σ, α), i.e., a grading on the F-algebra
E such that the maps σ and α preserve the degree. Assume that Γ is of Type I,
i.e, its restriction to the center L is trivial. Then the decomposition L = F× F× F
yields the G-graded decomposition E = E1×E2×E3. Denote the G-grading on Ei
by Γi, i = 1, 2, 3. We can identify each (Ei, σi) with EndF(C) where the involution
is induced by the norm n. Thus, we can view all the Γi as gradings on the same
algebra EndF(C) ' M8(F). We will say that (Γ1,Γ2,Γ3) is the related triple of
gradings associated to Γ.

The grading Γ corresponds to a homomorphism η : GD → AutL(E,L, σ, α).
Since each restriction homomorphism πi : AutL(E,L, σ, α) → AutF(Ei, σi) is a
closed embedding whose image is the connected component of AutF(Ei, σi) (iso-
morphic to PGO+(C, n)), each of the gradings Γi (corresponding to πi ◦ η) is of
Type I and uniquely determines Γ. Moreover, there exists Γ such that Γ1 is any
given Type I grading on the algebra with involution EndF(C).

The outer action of S3 on Tri(C, •, n) and on its quotient AutL(E,L, σ, α) yields
the following action on related triples of gradings: A3 permutes the components of
(Γ1,Γ2,Γ3) cyclically and the transposition (2, 3) sends (Γ1,Γ2,Γ3) to (Γ1,Γ3,Γ2)
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where Γi denotes the image of Γi under the inner automorphism of EndF(C) corre-
sponding to the standard involution of C (which is an improper isometry of n).

Let us see to what extent the knowledge of Type I gradings on the algebra
with involution EndF(C) allows us to classify Type I gradings on the trialitarian

algebra E or, equivalently, on the Lie algebra L(E) = tri(C, •, n). For two Type I
gradings Γ′ and Γ′′ on EndF(C), we will write Γ′ ∼ Γ′′ if there exists an element
of PGO+(C, n) sending Γ′ to Γ′′. Thus, Γ′ and Γ′′ are isomorphic if and only if
Γ′ ∼ Γ′′ or Γ′ ∼ Γ′′.

The stabilizer of a given Type I grading Γ on E under the outer action of S3 can
have size 1, 2, 3 or 6. Therefore, we have the following three possibilities (the last
one corresponding to sizes 3 and 6):

• If Γi � Γj for i 6= j and Γi � Γj for all i, j then the isomorphism class
of Γ corresponds to 3 distinct isomorphism classes of Type I gradings on
EndF(C) (one for each of Γi);
• If Γi ∼ Γi for some i and Γi � Γj ∼ Γk, where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, then

the isomorphism class of Γ corresponds to 2 distinct isomorphism classes of
Type I gradings on EndF(C) (one for Γi and one for Γj);
• If Γ1 ∼ Γ2 ∼ Γ3 then the isomorphism class of Γ corresponds to 1 isomor-

phism class of Type I gradings on EndF(C).

Given Γ1, one can — in principle — compute Γ2 and Γ3, but obtaining explicit
formulas seems to be difficult.

5. Lifting Type III gradings from EndL(V ) to V

Let L be a cubic étale algebra over a a field F, charF 6= 2, 3, let (V,L, β,Q)
be a twisted composition of rank 8, and let E = EndL(V ) be the corresponding
trialitarian algebra. Suppose we have a Type III grading Γ on (E,L, ρ, σ, α) by
an abelian group G. Recall that this means that the projection of the image of
η = ηΓ : GD → AutF(E,L, σ, α) in AutF(L) is A3. We consider the problem of
“lifting” from E to V , i.e., the existence of a homomorphism η′ that would complete
the following commutative diagram:

(10)

AutF(V,L, β,Q)

Int

��

GD

η′
88

η

''

AutF(E,L, σ, α)

or, equivalently, the existence of a G-grading Γ′ on (V,L, β,Q), i.e., a grading on V
as an L-module making the linearizations of the quadratic maps β and Q degree-
preserving, such that Γ′ would induce the given grading Γ on E = EndL(V ).

If F is algebraically closed then L = F × F × F and, for a fixed 3-cycle ρ
in A3, V admits a unique multiplication ∗ that makes it a cyclic composition.
Note that AutF(V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) is the inverse image of A3 under the projection
AutF(V,L, β,Q) → AutF(L) ' S3 (in other words, the stabilizer of ρ). Thus,
the above lifting problem for (V,L, β,Q) is equivalent to the same problem for
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(V,L, ρ, ∗, Q), which was solved in our paper [EK15b]. We will first recall the rele-
vant results from that paper and give them a homological interpretation. Then we
will consider the case of a real closed field F (such as R) by extending scalars to its
algebraic closure and applying Galois descent.

5.1. Lifting over algebraically closed fields. Assume F is algebraically closed.
Then we have L = F×F×F, V ' C⊗L, where (C, •, n) is the para-Hurwitz algebra
associated to the unique Cayley algebra C, and it is shown in [EK15b, §4.2] (leading
up to Theorem 12) that, for some λ ∈ L×, there exists a grading V =

⊕
g∈G Vg

on the cyclic composition (V,L, ρ, λ∗, λ]Q) that induces Γ on E = EndL(V ). (Note
that the similar cyclic compositions (V,L, ρ, λ∗, λ]Q) and (V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) induce the
same trialitarian structure on E.) Since F is algebraically closed, we can find ` ∈ L×
such that `−1`] = λ (see the proof of Lemma 15 below) and hence V =

⊕
g∈G `Vg

is a grading on the original cyclic composition (V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) that induces Γ on E.
This proves the existence of η′. We will now discuss the extent to which η′ is not
unique, which will be crucial for Galois descent.

First suppose we have a short exact sequence of groups 1 → A → B → C → 1
and a group homomorphism φ : H → C that lifts to a homomorphism φ′ : H → B.
It is well known and easy to check that all possible liftings of φ have the form ξφ′

where ξ : H → A is a (left) 1-cocycle: ξ(xy) = ξ(x)(x · ξ(y)) for all x, y ∈ H, with
H acting on A through the composition of φ′ with the inner action of B on its
normal subgroup A. Thus, the fiber of the map Hom(H,B) → Hom(H,C) over φ
is in bijection with the pointed set Z1(H,A) of all 1-cocycles, which depends on the
chosen “base point” φ′ in the fiber.

We will use an analog of this result for affine group schemes over F. Recall that,
for affine group schemes H and A, a left action of H on A is a morphism of affine
schemes θ : H ×A → A such that, for all R in AlgF, θR : H(R) ×A(R) → A(R)
is an action of H(R) on the group A(R) by automorphisms. Then we can define
Z1(H,A) as the set of all morphisms of affine schemes ξ : H→ A such that, for all
R in AlgF, the map ξR : H(R) → A(R) is a 1-cocycle. The distinguished point of
Z1(H,A) is given by mapping each H(R) to the identity element of A(R). We can
also define the group Z0(H,A) as the fixed points of H in the group A(F), i.e., the
elements a ∈ A(F) satisfying x · a = a for all x ∈ H(R) and all R in AlgF. (Note
that A(F) is regarded as a subgroup of A(R) through the canonical map F→ R.)

If A is abelian then we can define a complex of abelian groups Ck(H,A) :=
AffF(Hk,A) for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., with the convention H0 := 1 so that C0(H,A) =
A(F), where the differentials are given by the usual formulas of group cohomology
for each R in AlgF. For example, d : A(F)→ AffF(H,A) is given (in multiplicative
notation) by (da)(x) = (x · a)a−1 for all x ∈ H(R) and all R in AlgF. This leads to
cohomology groups Hk(H,A) for all k ≥ 0.

Let us now apply these considerations to H = GD and the short exact sequence
of affine group schemes given by the quotient map Int from Diagram (10), i.e.,

1 // A // Tri(C, •, n)o S3
Int // AutF(E,L, σ, α) // 1

where A ' µ2 × µ2 is the center of Tri(C, •, n) ' Spin(C, n), given by

A(R) = {(λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ R× R× R | λ2
i = 1 and λ1λ2λ3 = 1}
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for all R in AlgF. By [EK15b, Corollary 14], there are exactly four gradings on
(V,L, ρ, ∗, Q) that induce Γ on E, and if Γ′ : V =

⊕
g∈G Vg is one of them, then

they all have the form Γ′a : V =
⊕

g∈G aVg where a ranges over the four elements

of the group A(F) = Z(Tri(C, •, n)) ⊂ L×. Let us compute the homomorphism η′′

corresponding to the grading Γ′a in terms of the homomorphism η′ corresponding
to Γ′. Write a =

∑
h∈G ah where ah ∈ Lh. Then, for any v ∈ Vg, r ∈ R and

f ∈ GD(R) = AlgF(FG,R), Equation (1) gives us the following:

η′R(f)(av ⊗ r) =
∑
h∈G

η′R(f)(ahv ⊗ r) =
∑
h∈G

ahv ⊗ f(hg)r

=
(∑
h∈G

ah ⊗ f(h)
)

(a−1 ⊗ 1)(av ⊗ f(g)r) = (f · a)a−1η′′R(f)(av ⊗ r),

where the action of GD(R) on (L ⊗ R)× ' R× × R× × R× is by means of the
G-grading on L (the restriction of Γ). On A(R), this action coincides with the
one given by the composition of η′R and the inner action of AutF(V,L, β,Q)(R) on
A(R). Therefore, η′′ = (da)−1η′. This proves that H1(GD,A) = 1.

5.2. Lifting over real closed fields. Let F be a real closed field, so F admits a
unique ordering (in particular, charF = 0), defined by x ≥ 0 if and only if x is
a square, and the quadratic extension K := F[

√
−1] is the algebraic closure of F.

Then L is either F × F × F or F × K, but it is explained in the Introduction that
there are no Type III gradings in the first case (since F does not contain a primitive
cube root of 1). So, we assume L = F×K. Let ι be the generator of G = Gal(K/F).

Lemma 15. For any λ ∈ L×, there exists ` ∈ L× such that `−1`] = λ.

Proof. For any λ = (b, c) ∈ F × K, we have λ] = (cι(c), bι(c)), and cι(c) ≥ 0. It
follows that we can find ` satisfying `2 = λ]. Then N(`)2 = N(`2) = N(λ]) =
N(λ)2, so, replacing ` with −` if necessary, we may assume N(`) = N(λ). Then
`−1`] = `−2N(`) = (λ])−1N(λ) = λ. �

Since L is not a field, any twisted composition (V,L, β,Q) of rank 8 is similar to

TC(C,L) where (C, •, n) is the para-Hurwitz algebra associated to a Cayley algebra
C over F. It follows from Lemma 15 that similar twisted compositions over L
are actually isomorphic, so we may assume (V,L, β,Q) = TC(C,L). Recall that

TC(C,L) is obtained by Galois descent as in Equation (6) (with discriminant ∆ ' K)

from the cyclic composition (Ṽ , L̃, ρ, ∗, Q) where Ṽ = C ⊗ L̃ and L̃ = L ⊗ K '
K×K×K.

Let B = AutF(V,L, β,Q) and let A be the center of its connected component,

Spin(V,L, β,Q). Note that BK ' (Tri(C, •, n) o S3)K. We may assume that ι

acts on L̃ by sending (λ1, λ2, λ3) to (ι(λ1), ι(λ3), ι(λ2)). In particular, ι acts as the
permutation (2, 3) on the center A := A(K) of the group Spin(V,L, β,Q)(K) '
Spin(C, n)(K).

Lemma 16. H1(G, A) = 1.

Proof. This can be checked directly from the definition or using the following well
known fact: if G is a cyclic group of order m, A is an abelian group, γ is an
automorphism of A of period m, and A is made a G-module by letting a generator
of G act by γ, then Hk(G, A) = ker(1 + γ + · · · + γm−1)/ im (1 − γ) for all odd
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k. If m = 2 and A is an elementary 2-group of rank 2, then 1 − γ = 1 + γ and
ker(1 + γ) = im (1 + γ) for any involutive operator γ 6= 1. �

Let E = EndL(V ) be the trialitarian algebra corresponding to (V,L, β,Q) and let

C = AutF(E,L, σ, α). The trialitarian algebra Ẽ corresponding to (Ṽ , L̃, ρ, ∗, Q)

can be identified with E⊗K, and hence CK = AutK(Ẽ, L̃, σ̃, α̃). Note that we have a
short exact sequence 1→ A→ B→ C→ 1 and, for any affine scheme H over F, we
have the corresponding exact sequence of G-groups (i.e., groups equipped with a G-
action by automorphisms): 1→ AffK(HK,AK)→ AffK(HK,BK)→ AffK(HK,CK).

A Type III grading Γ : E =
⊕

g∈GEg extends to a Type III grading Γ̃ : Ẽ =⊕
g∈G(Eg ⊗ K). The homomorphism η = ηΓ : GD → C is identified with ηΓ̃ if we

regard AffF(GD,C) as the fixed points of G in AffK((GD)K,CK).
By the results of the previous subsection, we know that the fiber of the map

HomK((GD)K,BK) → HomK((GD)K,CK) over η consists of four points, and if η′

is one of them, then the mapping a 7→ (da)η′ is a bijection from A onto the fiber.
Note that the action of GD on A is G-equivariant and hence the injection d: A→
AffK((GD)K,AK) is a homomorphism of G-modules. We want to prove that the
fiber contains a fixed point of G, which would be a desired lifting of η. To this
end, consider the G-group M = AffK((GD)K,BK), its normal G-subgroup N =
AffK((GD)K,AK), and the quotient M/N , which is embedded in AffK((GD)K,CK).
The short exact sequence 1 → N → M → M/N → 1 gives rise to the exact
sequence of pointed sets

1→ NG →MG → (M/N)G
δ0−→ H1(G, N)→ H1(G,M)→ H1(G,M/N),

where the maps preceding δ0 are group homomorphisms (see e.g. [KMRT98,
§28.B]). We have η ∈ (M/N)G, so we have to show that δ0(η) = 1. Since η′ ∈M is
a pre-image of η, the definition of δ0 tells us that δ0(η) is the class of the 1-cocycle
G → N given by σ 7→ (η′)−1(σ · η′). There exists a unique element aσ ∈ A such
that σ · η′ = (daσ)η′, hence δ0(η) is the class of the 1-cocycle σ 7→ daσ. In other
words, δ0(η) = [d∗(f)] where f : G→ A is the map σ 7→ aσ and d∗ denotes the map
Fun(G, A) → Fun(G, N) given by post-composition with the injection d: A → N .
(This map is a part of the homomorphism of cochain complexes of G-modules in-
duced by d.) Since d∗(f) is a 1-cocycle, so is f . But H1(G, A) = 1 by Lemma 16,
hence f is a coboundary. Therefore, d∗(f) is a coboundary, as required.

We have proved that η has a lifting η′ over F. Then all such liftings have the form
(da)η′ where a is a fixed point in A, or, in other words, a ∈ A(F). To summarize:

Theorem 17. Let F be a real closed field, K = F[
√
−1], and L = F × K. Let

(V,L, β,Q) be a twisted composition of rank 8 and let E = EndL(V ) be the cor-
responding trialitarian algebra. Suppose that E is given a Type III grading by an
abelian group G. Then there exist exactly two G-gradings on the twisted composi-
tion V that induce the given grading on E. If V =

⊕
g∈G Vg is one of them, then

the other is V =
⊕

g∈G aVg where a = (1,−1) ∈ L is the unique nontrivial element

of the center of the group Spin(V,L, β,Q)(F). �

5.3. Reduction of the classification of Type III gradings from trialitarian
algebras to twisted composition algebras. Since we want to classify gradings,
there remains the question of the relationship between isomorphism of twisted com-
positions (V,L, β,Q) and (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) equipped with Type III gradings by G and
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isomorphism of the corresponding G-graded trialitarian algebras E = EndL(V ) and
E′ = EndL′(V

′). We will treat this question for an arbitrary ground field F (of char-
acteristic different from 2, 3), but assuming that L and L′ are not fields. Clearly,
it is necessary for L and L′ to be isomorphic as ungraded algebras, so we have two
cases to consider: either L and L′ are isomorphic to F×F×F (type 1D4) or L and
L′ are isomorphic to F×K where K is a quadratic field extension of F (type 2D4).

An isomorphism (ϕ1, ϕ0) : (V,L) → (V ′,L′) induces an algebra isomorphism
ϕ : EndL(V ) → EndL′(V

′) by the formula ϕ(u) = ϕ1uϕ
−1
1 for all u ∈ EndL(V ).

If (ϕ1, ϕ0) is a similitude (V,L, β,Q) → (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) then ϕ is an isomorphism
of trialitarian algebras (E,L, ρ, σ, α) → (E′,L′, ρ′, σ′, α′). Note that ρ and ρ′ are
chosen arbitrarily and do not affect the set of isomorphisms.

In the case 1D4, Type III gradings do not exist unless F contains a primitive
cube root of unity. The next result is a restatement of [EK15b, Theorem 13] in
terms of twisted compositions rather than cyclic compositions.

Theorem 18. Let (V,L, β,Q) and (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) be two twisted compositions of
rank 8 where L = F × F × F and F is a field of characteristic different from 2
containing a primitive cube root of unity. Suppose V and V ′ are given Type III
gradings by an abelian group G. Let E = EndL(V ) and E′ = EndL′(V

′) be the
corresponding trialitarian algebras with induced G-gradings. Then the mapping
(ϕ1, ϕ0) 7→ ϕ is a bijection from the set of isomorphisms V → V ′ of graded twisted
compositions onto the set of isomorphisms E → E′ of graded trialitarian algebras.

�

Combining this result with [EK15b, Theorem 12] mentioned earlier, we obtain:

Corollary 19. Let L = F×F×F where F is an algebraically closed field, charF 6=
2, 3, and fix a 3-cycle ρ permuting the components of L. Then the functor sending
(V,L, β,Q) 7→

(
EndL(V ),L, ρ, σ, α

)
and (ϕ1, ϕ0) 7→ ϕ is an equivalence from the

groupoid of twisted compositions of rank 8 equipped with a Type III grading by an
abelian group G to the groupoid of trialitarian algebras equipped with a Type III
grading by G. �

We now turn to the case 2D4. Since L⊗K ' K×K×K, the existence of Type III
gradings requires that K contain a primitive cube root of unity.

Theorem 20. Let (V,L, β,Q) and (V ′,L′, β′, Q′) be two twisted compositions of
rank 8 where L = F×K and K ⊃ F is a quadratic field extension of characteristic
different from 2 such that K contains a primitive cube root of unity. Suppose V
and V ′ are given Type III gradings by an abelian group G. Let E = EndL(V ) and
E′ = EndL′(V

′) be the corresponding trialitarian algebras with induced G-gradings.
Then the mapping (ϕ1, ϕ0) 7→ ϕ is a bijection from the set of isomorphisms V → V ′

of graded twisted compositions onto the set of isomorphisms E → E′ of graded
trialitarian algebras.

Proof. It is clear that the mapping is well defined. To prove that a given ϕ : E → E′

has a unique pre-image, we extend scalars from F to K, apply Theorem 18 over K,
and observe that the uniqueness of (ϕ1, ϕ0) ensures that it descends to F. �

Corollary 21. Let L = F × K where F is a real closed field and K = F[
√
−1],

and fix a 3-cycle ρ permuting the components of L ⊗ K ' K × K × K. Then
the functor sending (V,L, β,Q) 7→

(
EndL(V ),L, ρ, σ, α

)
and (ϕ1, ϕ0) 7→ ϕ is an
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equivalence from the groupoid of twisted compositions of rank 8 equipped with a
Type III grading by an abelian group G to the groupoid of trialitarian algebras
equipped with a Type III grading by G.

Proof. As explained in the Introduction, Type III gradings can exist only on triali-
tarian algebras isomorphic to EndL(V ) for some twisted composition V . It remains
to apply Theorems 17 and 20. �

To finish this section, we consider fine gradings over a real closed field F. Fine
gradings correspond to maximal diagonalizable subgroupschemes in the appropriate
automorphism group scheme, i.e., subgroupschemes that are maximal with respect
to the property of being isomorphic to GD for some (finitely generated) abelian
group G, which turns out to be the universal group of the corresponding grading
(see [EK13, Chapter 1]). Two fine gradings are equivalent if and only if the cor-
responding diagonalizable subgroupschemes belong to the same orbit of the inner
action of the automorphism group (i.e., the group of F-points of the automorphism
group scheme).

Clearly, any refinement of a Type III grading is also a Type III grading, hence
Theorems 17 and 20 imply that a fine Type III grading on a twisted composition
algebra V , realized over its universal group G, induces a fine Type III grading on
the trialitarian algebra E = EndL(V ), for which G is also the universal group. The
following result is the analog for real closed fields of [EK15b, Theorem 15], with a
completely analogous proof:

Theorem 22. Let L = F × K where F is a real closed field and K = F[
√
−1],

let (V,L, β,Q) be a twisted composition of rank 8, and let E = EndL(V ) be the
corresponding trialitarian algebra. Then the mapping sending a fine grading on
V , realized over its universal group, to the induced grading on E, gives a one-to-
one correspondence between the equivalence classes of Type III fine gradings on V
and the equivalence classes of Type III fine gradings on E. This correspondence
preserves universal groups.

Proof. Theorem 20 implies that two Type III fine gradings on V are equivalent if
and only if the induced gradings on E are equivalent. Let Γ be a Type III fine
grading on E with universal group G. It is determined by a maximal diagonal-
izable subgroupscheme Q of AutF(E,L, ρ, σ, α), which we may identify with GD.
By Theorem 17, we can induce Γ from a Type III G-grading Γ′ on V . We have
to prove that Γ′ is fine. Let Q′ be the corresponding diagonalizable subgroup-
scheme of AutF(V,L, β,Q). Then the homomorphism Int restricts to an isomor-
phism Q′ → Q (see Diagram (10)). Assume that Q′ is not maximal. Then there

exists diagonalizable Q̃′ properly containing Q′. The image Int(Q̃′) is necessarily
Q because the latter is maximal. We will obtain a contradiction if we can show that
the intersection of Q̃′ with the kernel A of Int is trivial. It suffices to show that
the intersection has no K-points different from the identity. But this is clear since
A(K) is an elementary 2-group of rank 2 and Q′(K) contains an automorphism
whose inner action cyclically permutes the non-identity elements of A(K). �

6. Type III gradings on real twisted compositions

6.1. Cayley gradings on twisted Hurwitz compositions of rank 8. Let C

be a Cayley algebra over R (or any real closed field), with norm n, multiplication
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xy and standard involution x 7→ x̄ = n(1, x)1− x. Recall that the associated para-

Cayley algebra C coincides with C as a quadratic space, but its multiplication is
given by x • y = x̄ȳ for any x, y ∈ C. Consider L = R×C, its discriminant algebra
∆ ' C, and its S3-Galois closure Σ ' L⊗C. Recall from Subsection 2.5 that, for a
fixed 3-cycle ρ ∈ Gal(Σ/R), we have a cyclic composition

(
C⊗L⊗C,L⊗C, ρ, ∗, Q

)
with ground field C. The corresponding twisted composition

(
C⊗L⊗C,L⊗C, β,Q

)
does not depend on the choice of ρ. We record for future reference:

Q(x⊗ `⊗ c) = n(x)`2 ⊗ c2,
bQ(x⊗ `⊗ c, x′ ⊗ `′ ⊗ c′) = n(x, x′)``′ ⊗ cc′,
(x⊗ `⊗ c) ∗ (x′ ⊗ `′ ⊗ c′) = (x • x′)⊗ ρ(`⊗ c)ρ2(`′ ⊗ c′),
β(X) = X ∗X,

(11)

for all x, x′ ∈ C, `, `′ ∈ L, c, c′ ∈ C and X ∈ C⊗ L⊗ C.
Consider the twisted composition (V,L, β,Q) = TC(C,L) with ground field R,

which is obtained by Galois descent as in Equation (6). Here β and Q denote the
restrictions to V of the corresponding maps on C ⊗ L ⊗ C. The descent is given
by the involutive C-antilinear operator ι̃ = ¯⊗ id ⊗ ι, where ι is the generator of
Gal(C/R), so ι(i) = −i for the imaginary unit i ∈ C. Thus,

(12) V = {x ∈ C⊗ L⊗ C | ι̃(x) = x} = (R1⊗ L⊗ 1)⊕ (C0 ⊗ L⊗ i),

where C0 := {x ∈ C | n(x, 1) = 0} = {x ∈ C | x̄ = −x}.
Fix a primitive cube root of unity ω ∈ C and let ξ = (1, ω) ∈ L. Given an abelian

group G, an element h ∈ G of order 3 and a G-grading ΓC on C, h determines a
G-grading on L by setting deg(ξ) := h, and hence ΓC and h define a G-grading of
Type III on (C⊗L⊗C,L⊗C, β,Q) whose homogeneous components are given by

(C⊗ L⊗ C)g :=
(
Cg ⊗ Le ⊗ C

)
⊕
(
Cgh2 ⊗ Lh ⊗ C

)
⊕
(
Cgh ⊗ Lh2 ⊗ C

)
.

Since the components are invariant under ι̃, this grading restricts to a G-grading
of Type III on TC(C,L), which we denote by Γ

(
G,ΓC, h

)
. We will refer to gradings

of this form as Cayley gradings.

Lemma 23. Γ
(
G,ΓC, h

)
is isomorphic to Γ

(
G,ΓC, h

2
)
.

Proof. Let τ be the nontrivial automorphism of L over R, so τ(ξ) = ξ2. Then,
since (τ ⊗ id) ◦ ρ = ρ2 ◦ (τ ⊗ id) on L ⊗ C, the C-linear operator ¯⊗ τ ⊗ id is an
automorphism of (C⊗L⊗C,L⊗C, β,Q). Since it commutes with ι̃, it restricts to an

automorphism of TC(C,L). But the standard involution preserves the components
of ΓC while τ(ξ) = ξ2, so this automorphism sends Γ

(
G,ΓC, h

)
to Γ

(
G,ΓC, h

2
)
. �

We are going to prove that any Type III grading on a real twisted composition
of rank 8 is isomorphic to a Cayley grading. Moreover, we will see that, in most
cases, the graded Cayley algebra C can be obtained in a canonical way.

6.2. Reduction to Cayley gradings. Let (V,L, β,Q) be a real twisted composi-
tion of rank 8 with L = R×C. As before, fix a primitive cube root of unity ω ∈ C
and let ξ = (1, ω) ∈ L. Let G be an abelian group.

Lemma 24. Let Γ be a G-grading of Type III on (V,L, β,Q). Then there exists an
element ε ∈ Ve such that β(ε) = ε and Q(ε) = 1.
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Proof. By [KMRT98, Theorem 38.6], the vector space J = L⊕ V is an exceptional
cubic Jordan algebra (or Albert algebra), whose norm, adjoint and trace form are
given as follows (recall that NV (v) := bQ

(
v, β(v)

)
belongs to the ground field):

N
(
(`, v)

)
= NL/R(`) + bQ

(
v, β(v)

)
− TL/R

(
`Q(v)

)
,

(`, v)] =
(
`] −Q(v), β(v)− `v

)
,

T
(
(`, v), (`′, v′)

)
= TL/R

(
``′
)

+ TL/R
(
bQ(v, v′)

)
.

(13)

In particular, V is the orthogonal complement to L relative to the trace form.
Our grading Γ induces a grading on the Albert algebra J , and Je = Le ⊕ Ve =

R1⊕ Ve. Let us first check that Ve 6= 0. Otherwise dim Je = 1 and hence, applying
[EK13, Theorem 5.12] (see also [EK12]) to J ⊗ C, we get that the support of the
grading is an elementary abelian subgroup isomorphic to Z3

3 and dimJg = 1 for
any g in the support. Now the argument in the proof of [EK13, Lemma 5.21]
shows that there are generators h1, h2, h3 of the support such that, for any nonzero
elements Xi ∈ Jhi

⊗ C, i = 1, 2, 3, we have 0 6= (X1X2)X3 = ωX1(X2X3). But we
may take Xi ∈ Jhi ' Jhi ⊗ 1, so that both (X1X2)X3 and X1(X2X3) are in the
one-dimensional space Jh1h2h3 , and we get a contradiction because ω 6∈ R.

Now [EK13, Corollary 5.2] shows that Je⊗C is a semisimple cubic Jordan algebra
of dimension at least 2, hence so is Je = R1 ⊕ Ve, and Ve = {x ∈ Je | T (x) = 0}
where T (x) := T (x, 1). Hence, there is a Zariski-open nonempty subset U of Je such
that the (associative) subalgebra R[x] generated by any x ∈ U is étale [KMRT98,
Lemma 38.2(2)]. For x ∈ U \ R1, R[x] is then isomorphic to either R × R with
N
(
(a, b)

)
= ab2, R×R×R with N

(
(a, b, c)

)
= abc, or R×C with N

(
(b, c)

)
= bcc̄.

The element ε ∈ R[x] corresponding to{
(2,−1) if R[x] ' R× R or R× C,

(2,−1,−1) if R[x] ' R× R× R,

is in Ve, and ε] corresponds to either (1,−2) or (1,−2,−2), so ε] = −1 + ε and
hence, by (13), Q(ε) = 1 and β(ε) = ε.

It must be remarked that R × R is a quadratic étale algebra, but it is treated
here as cubic, being a subalgebra of the Jordan algebra J of degree 3, with the
cubic norm obtained as the restriction of the norm N of J . The trace is given by
T
(
(a, b)

)
= a + 2b and the adjoint by (a, b)] = (b2, ab). These are the restrictions

to R×R of the corresponding maps on R×C (or on R×R×R, if we embed R×R
by (a, b) 7→ (a, b, b)). �

Consider the twisted composition (V ⊗C,L⊗C, β,Q) with ground field C, where
β and Q are extended from V . As before, let ι be the generator of Gal(C/R), i.e.,
the complex conjugation. Let ρ be the generator of Gal(L ⊗ C/C) ' A3 that
satisfies ρ(ξ ⊗ 1) = ξ ⊗ ω and let βρ(x, y) := x ∗ y be the unique structure of cyclic
composition on V ⊗ C with respect to ρ such that β(x) = x ∗ x for all x ∈ V ⊗ C.

Let Γ be a G-grading of Type III on (V,L, β,Q). Take ε ∈ Ve as in Lemma 24
and denote by π the negative of the corresponding hyperplane reflection in V , i.e.,
π(x) = bQ(x, ε)ε − x. Also define the C-linear operator ϕ on V ⊗ C by ϕ(x) =
βρ
(
(π ⊗ id)(x), ε⊗ 1

)
.
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As shown in the proof of (3)⇒ (1) in [KMRT98, Theorem 36.24], we have

ϕ2(x) = βρ
(
ε⊗ 1, (π ⊗ id)(x)

)
, ϕ3 = id,

ϕ(π ⊗ id) = (π ⊗ id)ϕ, (id⊗ ι)ϕ(id⊗ ι) = ϕ2,

(id⊗ ι)βρ(x, y) = βρ
(
(π ⊗ id)(y), (π ⊗ id)(x)

)
.

It follows that the operators ϕ and π⊗ι define a semilinear action of Gal(L⊗C/R) '
S3 on V ⊗C. Consider the corresponding R-form of the free (L⊗C)-module V ⊗C:

(14) C := {x ∈ V ⊗ C | ϕ(x) = x = (π ⊗ ι)(x)},

so we have an (L⊗ C)-linear isomorphism

Φ: C⊗ (L⊗ C) −→ V ⊗ C,
x⊗ α 7→ xα.

(15)

Moreover, C is a Cayley algebra over R with unity ε⊗1 (which, by abuse of notation,
will be denoted by ε), multiplication given by [KMRT98, p. 503]:

xy = βρ
(
(π ⊗ id)(x), (π ⊗ id)(y)

)
,

and norm n given by the restriction to C of the extension of Q to V ⊗C. We record
for future reference:

Remark 25. The norm and the standard involution on C are given by n(x) = Q(x)
and x̄ = (π ⊗ id)(x). Also, for any x, y ∈ C, we have βρ(x, y) = x̄ȳ = x • y (the
para-Cayley multiplication).

Note that the operator id ⊗ ι on V ⊗ C corresponds under Φ to the operator
ι̃ = ¯⊗ id ⊗ ι on C ⊗ L ⊗ C and hence V ' V ⊗ 1 corresponds under Φ to Ṽ =
(R1⊗L⊗1)⊕ (C0⊗L⊗ i), where C0 = {x ∈ C | n(x, ε) = 0}. Therefore, Φ restricts
to the following isomorphism, which we denote by the same letter:

Φ: TC(C,L)→ (V,L, β,Q).

The given grading Γ on (V,L, β,Q) extends to a G-grading on (V ⊗C,L⊗C, β,Q).
Being of Type III, the latter grading corresponds to a homomorphism η : GD →
AutC(V ⊗ C,L ⊗ C, β,Q) whose image is contained in the inverse image of A3

under the projection AutC(V ⊗ C,L ⊗ C, β,Q) → AutC(L ⊗ C) ' S3, which is
AutC(V ⊗ C,L ⊗ C, ρ, βρ, Q). Hence, not only bQ but also βρ is a homogeneous
map of degree e. Since ε ∈ Ve, it follows that the maps π and ϕ are homogeneous of
degree e, hence the Cayley algebra C inherits a G-grading from V ⊗C. Moreover, Φ
becomes a graded isomorphism if we define a G-grading on C⊗L⊗C by combining
the gradings on C and on L induced by Γ.

In summary:

Theorem 26. Let Γ be a G-grading of Type III on a real twisted composition
(V,L, Q, β) of rank 8 with L = R×C. Then there exists a Cayley algebra C over R,
an element h ∈ G of order 3 and a G-grading ΓC on C such that Γ is isomorphic
to the grading Γ(G,ΓC, h) on TC(C,L). �
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6.3. Classification of Type III gradings. With notation as in the previous
subsection, observe that βρ restricts to a C-bilinear product ∗ on Ve ⊗ C and the
restriction of Q to Ve⊗C takes values in Le⊗C = C. Hence, Equation (4) for Ve⊗C
becomes Equation (3) with ∗ as the product and Q as the norm, so (Ve ⊗ C, ∗, Q)
is a symmetric composition algebra over C, and ε ' ε⊗1 is an idempotent of norm
1 in this algebra. In particular, dimR Ve = 1, 2, 4 or 8, and we are going to consider
each of these possibilities. Denote, as before, ξ = (1, ω) and let h = deg(ξ) with
respect to the G-grading induced by Γ on L (so h ∈ G has order 3). The following
observation will be useful:

Lemma 27. Let C be the R-form of V ⊗ C defined by Equation (14). If ε ⊗ 1
is a para-unit of Ve ⊗ C, then Ce = (Rε) ⊗ 1 ⊕ (Rε)⊥ ⊗ i, where the orthogonal
complement is taken in Ve with respect to Q. In particular, dimR Ce = dimR Ve.

Proof. By definition of para-units, for any x ∈ Ve⊗C, we have x∗(ε⊗1) = (π⊗id)(x)
and hence

ϕ(x) = βρ
(
(π ⊗ id)(x), ε⊗ 1

)
= (π ⊗ id)2(x) = x.

Since ϕ is the action of a generator of Gal(L⊗C/C) on V ⊗C, we obtain Ve⊗C =
CCe, which corresponds to Ce⊗R1⊗C under the isomorphism Φ of Equation (15).
It remains to recall that the generator of Gal(C/R) acts on V ⊗ C as π ⊗ ι. �

dimVe = 1 In this case, Ve = Rε = Ce, so the restriction ΓC of the (complexified)

grading Γ to C is isomorphic to ΓO(G,R, T ) or ΓOs
(G,R, T, µ), where T ' Z3

2 and
µ : T → {±1} is a nontrivial homomorphism (see Corollary 13 in Section 3).

dimVe = 2 Then the product ∗ is commutative and, since β(x) = x ∗ x for any

x ∈ V ' V ⊗ 1, we have x ∗ y = 1
2

(
β(x+ y)− β(x)− β(y)

)
∈ Ve for any x, y ∈ Ve.

Hence, (Ve, ∗, Q) is a two-dimensional symmetric composition algebra over R, so it
is a para-Hurwitz algebra (see e.g. [EK13, Proposition 4.43]). Up to isomorphism,
there are two possibilities: the para-Hurwitz algebras R× R and C. In the first case
ε is the unique idempotent of (Ve, ∗, Q), which corresponds to the para-unit (1, 1) ∈
R× R, while in the second case (Ve, ∗, Q) has three different nonzero idempotents,
which correspond to 1, ω, ω2 ∈ C and are all para-units.
• If Ve is isomorphic to R× R, then Ve = Rε⊕Rx, with bQ(x, ε) = 0 and x∗x = ε (as

x corresponds to (1,−1) ∈ R× R). Now Lemma 27 gives Ce = R(ε⊗ 1)⊕R(x⊗ i),
and (x ⊗ i)2 = −(ε ⊗ 1), so Ce is isomorphic to C. Hence, the restriction ΓC is
isomorphic to ΓO(G,C, T ) or ΓOs

(G,C, T, µ), where T ' Z2
2 and µ : T → {±1} is a

nontrivial homomorphism.
• If Ve is isomorphic to C, let ε1, ε2, ε3 be the nonzero idempotents. They are
permuted by AutR(Ve, ∗, Q) and satisfy ε1 +ε2 +ε3 = 0 and Q(εi) = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3.
Suppose we have chosen ε = ε1. Since bQ(ε1, ε2−ε3) = 0 and Ve = Rε1⊕R(ε2−ε3),
Lemma 27 gives Ce = R(ε1 ⊗ 1) ⊕ R((ε2 − ε3) ⊗ i), with unity ε1 ⊗ 1. There is
an isomorphism Ve → C sending ε1 7→ 1, ε2 7→ ω, ε3 7→ ω2, and (ω − ω2)•2 =

(ω2 − ω)2 = ω2 + ω − 2 = −3, so
(
(ε2 − ε3)⊗ i

)∗2
= 3(ε1 ⊗ 1).

Recall that Q restricts to the norm of C and βρ to the para-Hurwitz product on
C (Remark 25). Hence, E1 := 1

2

(
ε1 ⊗ 1 + 1√

3
(ε2 − ε3) ⊗ i

)
and E2 := 1

2

(
ε1 ⊗ 1 −
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1√
3
(ε2 − ε3) ⊗ i

)
are orthogonal idempotents of C, so C must be the split Cayley

algebra Os. To be specific, suppose ω = − 1
2 +

√
3

2 i. Then one checks easily that

E1 =
1

3

(
ε1 ⊗ 1 + ε2 ⊗ ω + ε3 ⊗ ω2

)
, E2 =

1

3

(
ε1 ⊗ 1 + ε2 ⊗ ω2 + ε3 ⊗ ω

)
,

and also ε1 ⊗ 1 = E1 + E2, ε2 ⊗ 1 = ω2E1 + ωE2, and ε3 ⊗ 1 = ωE1 + ω2E2.
Therefore, the restriction ΓC is isomorphic to ΓOs(G, γ) with γ = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ G3

such that g1g2g3 = e, so there is a good basis {E1, E2, u1, u2, u3, w1, w2, w3} of C
with deg(ui) = gi = deg(vi)

−1 for i = 1, 2, 3 (see Section 3). Thus,

C = RE1 ⊕ RE2 ⊕ U ⊕W

where U = span {u1, u2, u3} and W = span {w1, w2, w3}, which are the Peirce
components of C relative to E1 and E2 = 1− E1. We have gi 6= e for all i = 1, 2, 3
because Ce = RE1⊕RE2. Moreover, gi 6∈ 〈h〉 because dimC(Ve⊗C) = 2 and Ve⊗C
corresponds, under the isomorphism Φ of Equation (15), to

(Ce ⊗ Le ⊗ C)⊕ (Ch ⊗ Lh2 ⊗ C)⊕ (Ch2 ⊗ Lh ⊗ C)

= (Ce ⊗ R1⊗ C)⊕ (Ch ⊗ Rξ2 ⊗ C)⊕ (Ch2 ⊗ Rξ ⊗ C),

which implies Ch = Ch2 = 0. Thus, γ ∈ (G \ 〈h〉)3.
Note that

U = {x ∈ C | bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, E1x = x, E2x = 0}
= {x ∈ C | bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, E2 • x = −x, E1 • x = 0}.

Hence, for x ∈ U , we get

βρ(ε1 ⊗ 1, x) = (ε1 ⊗ 1) • x = (E1 + E2) • x = −x,
βρ(ε2 ⊗ 1, x) = ω2βρ(E1, x) + ωβρ(E2, x) = ω2E1 • x+ ωE2 • x = −ωx,
βρ(ε3 ⊗ 1, x) = ωβρ(E1, x) + ω2βρ(E2, x) = ωE1 • x+ ω2E2 • x = −ω2x.

Conversely, if x ∈ V ⊗C satisfies βρ(εi⊗1, x) = −ωi−1x and bQ(εi⊗1, x) = 0, for i =
1, 2, 3, and (π⊗ι)(x) = x, then ϕ2(x) = βρ

(
ε1⊗1, (π⊗id)(x)

)
= −βρ(ε1⊗1, x) = x,

hence ϕ(x) = x and x ∈ C. Besides,

E1 • x = βρ(E1, x) =
1

3
βρ
(
ε1 ⊗ 1 + ε2 ⊗ ω + ε3 ⊗ ω2, x

)
= −1

3
(1 + ω + ω2)x = 0,

E2 • x = βρ(E2, x) =
1

3
βρ
(
ε1 ⊗ 1 + ε2 ⊗ ω2 + ε3 ⊗ ω, x

)
= −1

3
(1 + 1 + 1)x = −x.

We have proved:

U = {x ∈ V ⊗ C | (π ⊗ ι)(x) = x,

bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, βρ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = −ωi−1x, i = 1, 2, 3}.

In the same vein, we obtain:

W = {x ∈ V ⊗ C | (π ⊗ ι)(x) = x,

bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, βρ(x, εi ⊗ 1) = −ωi−1x, i = 1, 2, 3}.

If, instead of ε = ε1, we choose ε = ε2, then the Cayley algebra C will be replaced
by C̃, with C̃e = RẼ1 ⊕ RẼ2, where the orthogonal idempotents are now

Ẽ1 =
1

3

(
ε2⊗1+ε3⊗ω+ε1⊗ω2) = ω2E1, Ẽ2 =

1

3

(
ε2⊗1+ε3⊗ω2 +ε1⊗ω) = ωE2,
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and the corresponding Peirce components are

Ũ = {x ∈ V ⊗ C | (π ⊗ ι)(x) = x,

bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, βρ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = −ωi−2x, i = 1, 2, 3},

W̃ = {x ∈ V ⊗ C | (π ⊗ ι)(x) = x,

bQ(εi ⊗ 1, x) = 0, βρ(x, εi ⊗ 1) = −ωi−2x, i = 1, 2, 3}.

But recall the element ξ = (1, ω) ∈ L of degree h. For any x ∈ U , we have:

βρ
(
εi⊗1, x(ξ⊗1)

)
= βρ(εi⊗1, x)ρ2(ξ⊗1) = (−ωi−1x)(ξ⊗ω2) = −ωi−2

(
x(ξ⊗1)

)
,

so we get Ũ = U(ξ ⊗ 1) and, similarly, W̃ = W (ξ2 ⊗ 1). Thus,

C̃ = RẼ1 ⊕ RẼ2 ⊕ U(ξ ⊗ 1)⊕W (ξ2 ⊗ 1).

The restriction ΓC̃ is then isomorphic to ΓOs
(G, γ̃) with γ̃ = (g1h, g2h, g3h).

dimVe = 4 Then (Ve⊗C, ∗, Q) is a four-dimensional symmetric composition alge-

bra over C, hence it is a para-quaternion algebra (see e.g. [EK13, Theorem 4.44]),
which contains a unique para-unit. Since id⊗ ι is a C-antilinear automorphism, it
must fix this unique para-unit, which therefore must belong to Ve ' Ve ⊗ 1. This
gives a canonical choice of the element ε in Lemma 24, namely, the para-unit of
(Ve⊗C, ∗, Q). Then, by Lemma 27, we have dimCe = 4. It follows as in the previ-
ous case that Ch = Ch2 = 0. If the quaternion algebra Ce is split (i.e., isomorphic
to M2(R)), then ΓC is isomorphic to ΓOs

(G, γ) with γ = (e, g, g−1), g ∈ G \ 〈h〉.
Otherwise ΓC is isomorphic to either ΓO(G,H, T ) or ΓOs

(G,H, T ), where T ' Z2.

dimVe = 8 Then (Ve ⊗ C, ∗, Q) is either a para-Cayley or Okubo algebra over C
(see e.g. [EK13, Theorem 4.44]).
• If (Ve⊗C, ∗, Q) is a para-Cayley algebra then, as above, we may take ε to be the
para-unit of this algebra, and then C = Ce, i.e., ΓC is trivial.
• Otherwise, ε ⊗ 1 is an idempotent of the Okubo algebra (Ve ⊗ C, ∗, Q), and
ϕ : x 7→ βρ

(
(π ⊗ id)(x), ε ⊗ 1

)
is an order 3 automorphism of (Ve ⊗ C, ∗, Q). By

[EPI96, Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5] (see also [Eld17]), the subalgebra {x ∈
Ve ⊗ C | ϕ(x) = x} has dimension 4 over C (a para-quaternion algebra), hence
Ce = {x ∈ Ve⊗C | ϕ(x) = x = (π⊗ ι)(x)} has dimension 4 over R. Since Vh = Veξ,
Vh2 = Veξ

2, and dimVe = 8, we have V = Ve ⊕ Vh ⊕ Vh2 , so the support of Γ is
〈h〉. It follows that dimCh = 2 = dimCh2 , and Ch and Ch2 are isotropic subspaces
of C paired by the norm. Hence C is split and ΓC is isomorphic to ΓOs

(G, γ) with
γ = (e, h, h2).

The next result, which uses Lemma 23 and Theorem 26, summarizes our argu-
ments. We use the notation of Corollary 13 for the nontrivial gradings on Cayley
algebras and write Γtriv

C for the trivial grading on C.

Theorem 28. Let G be an abelian group and let (V,L, β,Q) be a real twisted com-
position of rank 8 with L = R×C. Then any G-grading of Type III on (V,L, β,Q)
is isomorphic to one of the following gradings, for some element h ∈ G of order 3:

(1.a) Γ
(
G,ΓO(G,R, T ), h

)
for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 8 in G;

(1.b) Γ
(
G,ΓOs

(G,R, T, µ), h
)

for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 8 in
G and a nontrivial group homomorphism µ : T → {±1};
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(2.a) Γ
(
G,ΓO(G,C, T ), h

)
for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 4 in G;

(2.b) Γ
(
G,ΓOs

(G,C, T, µ), h
)

for an elementary abelian subgroup T of order 4 in
G and a nontrivial group homomorphism µ : T → {±1};

(2.c) Γ
(
G,ΓOs

(G, γ), h
)

with γ = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ (G \ 〈h〉)3 and g1g2g3 = e;

(4.a) Γ
(
G,ΓO(G,H, T ), h

)
for a subgroup T of order 2 in G;

(4.b) Γ
(
G,ΓOs

(G,H, T ), h
)

for a subgroup T of order 2 in G;

(4.c) Γ
(
G,ΓOs

(G, γ), h
)

with γ = (e, g, g−1), g ∈ G \ 〈h〉;
(8.a) Γ

(
G,Γtriv

O , h
)
;

(8.b) Γ
(
G,Γtriv

Os
, h
)
;

(8.c) Γ
(
G,ΓOs(G, γ), h

)
with γ = (e, h, h2).

Two G-gradings Γ and Γ′, as above, are not isomorphic if they belong to different
items. If Γ and Γ′ belong to one item other than (2.c), then they are isomorphic if
and only if 〈h〉 = 〈h′〉 and, whenever applicable, T = T ′, µ = µ′, and g′ ∈ {g±1}.
If Γ and Γ′ belong to item (2.c), then they are isomorphic if and only if 〈h〉 = 〈h′〉
and there exist a permutation π ∈ Sym(3), j ∈ {0, 1, 2} and k ∈ {±1} such that
g′i = gkπ(i)h

j for i = 1, 2, 3. �

Finally, we consider fine gradings. All G-gradings in items (1.a), (2.a), (4.a), and

(8.a) are induced from the G̃-grading Γ
(
G̃,ΓO

(
G̃,R,Z3

2), h̃
)
, where G̃ = Z3

2 × Z3

and h̃ = (0̄, 0̄, 0̄, 1̄), by means of a suitable homomorphism G→ G̃. All gradings in

items (1.b), (2.b), (4.b), and (8.b) are induced from Γ
(
G̃,ΓOs

(
Z3

2×Z3,R,Z3
2, µ̃), h̃

)
,

where G̃ and h̃ are as above, and µ̃ : Z3
2 → {±1} is the homomorphism (1̄, 0̄, 0̄) 7→ 1,

(0̄, 1̄, 0̄) 7→ 1, (0̄, 0̄, 1̄) 7→ −1 (see Corollary 14). All gradings in items (2.c), (4.c) and

(8.c) are induced from Γ
(
G̃,ΓOs(G̃, γ̃), h̃

)
, where this time G̃ = Z2×Z3, h̃ = (0, 0, 1̄),

and γ̃ =
(
(1, 0, 0̄), (0, 1, 0̄), (−1,−1, 0̄)

)
(which gives the Cartan grading onOs). The

next result is now clear (compare with Corollary 14).

Theorem 29. Consider the real twisted composition TC(C,L) where C is a real
Cayley algebra and L = R× C.

(1) If C = O, then the twisted composition admits only one fine grading of
Type III, up to equivalence. The universal group of this grading is Z3

2×Z3.
(2) If C = Os, then the twisted composition admits two fine gradings of Type III,

up to equivalence. The universal groups of these gradings are Z3
2 × Z3 and

Z2 × Z3. �

7. Type III gradings on simple real Lie algebras of type D4

In view of Theorems 17 and 20 and the fact that the restriction map gives an
isomorphism of the automorphism group schemes of a trialitarian algebra E and of
the corresponding Lie algebra L(E) of type D4 (see Subsection 2.8), Theorem 28
gives us the classification, up to isomorphism, of Type III gradings on the central
simple real Lie algebras of type D4 as follows. For a twisted composition (V,L, β,Q)
of rank 8 with L = R × C and each G-grading Γ as in Theorem 28, we take
the induced G-grading on the trialitarian algebra E = EndL(V ) and restrict it to
L = L(E), thus obtaining representatives of all isomorphism classes of Type III
gradings on L. The purpose of this section is to show what these gradings on L

look like.
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As before, let ω = − 1
2 +

√
3

2 i (a cube root of unity in C) and ξ = (1, ω) ∈ L. Let
ι be the generator of Gal(C/R) (the complex conjugation). The map

ψ : L⊗ C→ C× C× C, (b, c)⊗ c′ 7→ (bc′, cc′, c̄c′),

is an isomorphism of C-algebras. The C-antilinear automorphism id ⊗ ι on L ⊗ C
corresponds under ψ to the automorphism

ι̂ : C× C× C→ C× C× C, (c1, c2, c3) 7→ (c̄1, c̄3, c̄2),

that is, ψ ◦ (id⊗ ι) = ι̂ ◦ ψ.
Let C be a real Cayley algebra (so C is isomorphic either to O or to Os) and

consider the twisted Hurwitz composition (V,L, β,Q) = TC(C,L), namely,

V = {x ∈ C⊗ L⊗ C | ι̃(x) = x} = (R1⊗ L⊗ 1)⊕ (C0 ⊗ L⊗ i),

as in Equation (12), where ι̃ = ¯⊗ id ⊗ ι, Q is the extension of the norm n of C

to V , and β is obtained from the para-Cayley multiplication of C by extending to
C⊗L⊗C as shown in Equation (11) and then restricting to V . It will be convenient
to denote π(x) = x̄ for x ∈ C.

The trialitarian algebra EndL(V ) is the subalgebra of fixed points of the C-
antilinear operator Int(π)⊗ (id⊗ ι) on EndL⊗C

(
C⊗ (L⊗C)

)
' EndR(C)⊗ (L⊗C).

Under the natural isomorphisms of C-algebras,

EndR(C)⊗ (L⊗ C)
id⊗ψ−−−→ EndR(C)⊗ C3 '

(
EndR(C)⊗ C

)3
' EndR(C)3 ⊗ C,

the operator Int(π)⊗ (id⊗ ι) corresponds to τ ⊗ ι on EndR(C)3 ⊗ C, where

τ(f1, f2, f3) = (f̄1, f̄3, f̄2),

with f̄ = Int(π)(f) = πfπ : x 7→ f(x̄).

Recall the triality Lie algebra (Definition 2 with S = C):

tri(C) = {(f1, f2, f3) ∈ so(C, n)3 | f1(x • y) = f2(x) • y + x • f3(y) ∀x, y ∈ C}.

This is a Lie algebra under the componentwise bracket, it is closed under cyclic
permutations, and each of the three projections (f1, f2, f3) 7→ fi is an isomorphism
tri(C)→ so(C, n).

Proposition 30. Let L = L(E) be the Lie algebra of type D4 attached to the

trialitarian algebra E = EndL(V ) where V = TC(C,L). Under the isomorphism
EndL(V )⊗C ' EndR(C)3 ⊗C, L corresponds to the Lie algebra of the elements of
tri(C)⊗ C fixed under τ ⊗ ι.

Proof. The Lie algebra of type D4 attached to the trialitarian algebra EndR3(C⊗R3)
is DerR3(C⊗R3, ∗, Q), which corresponds, under the isomorphism EndR3(C⊗R3) '
EndR(C)3, to the triality Lie algebra tri(C) (see Subsection 2.4). Extending the
ground field from R to C, we can identify DerC3(C⊗ C3, ∗, Q) with tri(C)⊗ C.

On the other hand, the Lie algebra L is DerL(V, β,Q), which is the subalgebra of
fixed points in DerL⊗C(V ⊗C, β,Q) ⊂ EndL⊗C

(
C⊗ (L⊗C)

)
' EndR(C)⊗ (L⊗C)

of the operator Int(π)⊗ (id⊗ ι). The result follows. �

As a module over L = R× C, we can write V = V0 × V1 where

V0 = {x ∈ C⊗ (1, 0)⊗ C | ι̃(x) = x} = R(1⊗ (1, 0)⊗ 1)⊕
(
C0 ⊗ (1, 0)⊗ i

)
,
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which is canonically isomorphic to

Ṽ0 := R(1⊗ 1)⊕
(
C0 ⊗ i

)
,

the subspace of the elements of C⊗C fixed by π ⊗ ι. Consider the projection onto
the first component pr : EndL(V )→ EndR(V0).

Corollary 31. The projection pr: EndL(V ) → EndR(V0) ' EndR(Ṽ0) restricts to

an isomorphism from L onto so(Ṽ0, n), and the latter can be identified with the
following R-form of so(C⊗ C, n):

{f ∈ so(C⊗ C, n) | (π ⊗ ι)f = f(π ⊗ ι)}.

Proof. After extending the ground field from R to C, the projection pr corresponds,
under the isomorphisms EndL(V ) ⊗ C ' EndC(C ⊗ C)3 and EndR(V0) ⊗ C '
EndC(C⊗ C), to the projection of EndC(C⊗ C)3 onto the first component.

Under the isomorphism EndR(C)3 ⊗ C ' EndC(C ⊗ C)3, the operator τ ⊗ ι
corresponds to the mapping (f1, f2, f3) 7→ (f̄1, f̄3, f̄2) on EndC(C ⊗ C)3, where
f̄ = Int(π ⊗ ι)(f) = (π ⊗ ι)f(π ⊗ ι), so L corresponds to the fixed points of
this mapping in tri(C⊗C). Hence, the projection onto the first component gives an
isomorphism from L onto the subalgebra of fixed points of π⊗ι in so(C⊗C, n), which

equals {f ∈ so(C⊗ C, n) | f(Ṽ0) ⊆ Ṽ0}, so it can be identified with so(Ṽ0, n). �

Remark 32. The quadratic space (C, n) has inertia (8, 0) for C ' O and (4, 4) for

C ' Os, hence the quadratic form on Ṽ0 has inertia (1, 7) and (5, 3), respectively.
As pointed out in the Introduction, these are the only cases in which the Lie algebra
sop,q(R) can have Type III gradings.

We will now obtain a finer description of L needed to deal with Type III gradings.
For x ∈ C0, let Lx and Rx denote the left and right multiplications by x, and let
adx = Lx − Rx and Tx = Lx + Rx. Note that πLx = −Rxπ, so πadxπ = adx and
πTxπ = −Tx. Besides, any derivation d ∈ DerR(C) commutes with π.

Lemma 33. Under the isomorphism EndL(V )⊗C ' EndR(C)3⊗C, the Lie algebra
L corresponds to the direct sum

(16) ({(d, d, d) | d ∈ DerR(C)} ⊗ 1)

⊕
(
{(adx,−2Lx −Rx, Lx + 2Rx) | x ∈ C0} ⊗ 1

)
⊕
(
{(Tx,−Rx,−Lx) | x ∈ C0} ⊗ i

)
.

Proof. By Proposition 30, we must compute the elements of tri(C) ⊗ C fixed by
τ ⊗ ι. For x, y, z ∈ C, consider the associator (x, y, z) := (xy)z− x(yz), which is an
alternating function of x, y and z. For any x ∈ C0 and u, v ∈ C, we have:

Lx(u • v) = x(ūv̄) = −(x, ū, v̄) + (xū)v̄

= (ū, x, v̄) + (xū)v̄

= (ūx+ xū)v̄ − ū(xv̄)

= −Tx(u) • v + u •Rx(v),

so (Lx,−Tx, Rx) ∈ tri(C), hence also (Rx, Lx,−Tx) and (Tx,−Rx,−Lx) are in
tri(C), as well as (adx,−Tx − Lx, Rx + Tx) = (adx,−2Lx − Rx, Lx + 2Rx). But,
from [Sch66, (3.76)], we have

so(C, n) = DerR(C)⊕ LC0 ⊕RC0 = DerR(C)⊕ adC0 ⊕ TC0 ,
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so we obtain

tri(C) = {(d, d, d) | d ∈ DerR(C)}
⊕ {(adx,−2Lx −Rx, Lx + 2Rx) | x ∈ C0} ⊕ {(Tx,−Rx,−Lx) | x ∈ C0}.

The result follows because we have πdπ = d for all d ∈ DerR(C), and πadxπ = adx,
π(−2Lx −Rx)π = Lx + 2Rx, πTxπ = −Tx and πRxπ = −Lx for all x ∈ C0. �

Corollary 34. Under the isomorphism EndL(V ) ⊗ C ' EndR(C) ⊗ (L ⊗ C), the
Lie algebra L corresponds to(

DerR(C)⊗ 1⊗ 1
)
⊕ {adx ⊗ ξ ⊗ 1 +

√
3Tx ⊗ ξ ⊗ i | x ∈ C0}

⊕ {adx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ 1−
√

3Tx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ i | x ∈ C0}.
Proof. L corresponds to the Lie algebra in Equation (16) under the isomorphism
EndL(V ) ⊗ C ' EndR(C)3 ⊗ C. On the other hand, under the isomorphism

EndR(C) ⊗ (L ⊗ C) '
(

EndR(C) ⊗ C
)3

, an element f ⊗ ξi ⊗ c corresponds to

(f ⊗ c, f ⊗ ωic, f ⊗ ω2ic) for i = 0, 1, 2. Hence, adx ⊗ ξ ⊗ 1 +
√

3Tx ⊗ ξ ⊗ i corre-
sponds to(

adx ⊗ 1 +
√

3Tx ⊗ i, adx ⊗ ω +
√

3Tx ⊗ iω, adx ⊗ ω2 +
√

3Tx ⊗ iω2
)

=
(

adx⊗1+
√

3Tx⊗ i, (−2Lx−Rx)⊗1−
√

3Rx⊗ i, (Lx+2Rx)⊗1−
√

3Lx⊗ i
)
,

which, under the isomorphism
(

EndR(C)⊗ C
)3 ' EndR(C)3 ⊗ C, corresponds to

(17) (adx,−2Lx −Rx, Lx + 2Rx)⊗ 1 +
√

3 (Tx,−Rx,−Lx)⊗ i.

A similar computation applies to adx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ 1 −
√

3Tx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ i (with
√

3 being

replaced by −
√

3). The result follows. �

Theorem 35. Let G be an abelian group, C a real Cayley algebra endowed with
a G-grading ΓC, and h an element of order 3 in G. Consider the corresponding
grading Γ = Γ(G,ΓC, h) of Type III on the twisted Hurwitz composition TC(C,L).
The grading induced by Γ on the associated Lie algebra L of type D4 corresponds,
under the isomorphism L ' so(Ṽ0, n) of Corollary 31, to the G-grading on so(Ṽ0, n)
whose homogeneous component of degree g ∈ G is given by

so(Ṽ0, n)g =
(

DerR(C)g ⊗ 1
)
⊕
{

adx ⊗ 1 +
√

3Tx ⊗ i | x ∈ C0
gh2

}
⊕
{

adx ⊗ 1−
√

3Tx ⊗ i | x ∈ C0
gh

}
.

Proof. Recall that the grading Γ on TC(C,L) is induced by ΓC on C and the grading
on L defined by deg(ξ) := h. Hence, for any x ∈ C0

g, the element adx ⊗ ξ ⊗ 1 +√
3Tx⊗ ξ⊗ i is homogeneous of degree gh in EndR(C)⊗ (L⊗C), while the element

adx⊗ ξ2⊗1−
√

3Tx⊗ ξ2⊗ i is homogeneous of degree gh2. Together with d⊗1⊗1
for d ∈ DerR(C)g, these elements span the Lie algebra corresponding to L under the

isomorphism of Corollary 34. More precisely, adx⊗ξ⊗1+
√

3Tx⊗ξ⊗ i corresponds
to the element of EndR(C)3 ⊗ C given by (17), and adx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ 1 −

√
3Tx ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ i

corresponds to a similar element.
Since Ṽ0 = R(1 ⊗ 1) ⊕ (C0 ⊗ i), we may identify so(Ṽ0, n) with the subalgebra(

DerR(C)⊗1
)
⊕
(
adC0⊗1

)
⊕
(
TC0⊗i

)
in so(C, n)⊗C ' so(C⊗C, n), and Corollary 31

completes the proof. �
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With this result, it is now easy to describe explicitly, say, the fine gradings of
Type III on the central simple real Lie algebras of type D4 that admit them. In
view of Theorem 29 and Remark 32, so7,1(R), being isomorphic to the Lie algebra

of derivations of TC(O,R × C), admits a unique (up to equivalence) fine grading
of Type III, whose universal group is Z3

2 × Z3 and which has 14 homogeneous
components of dimension 1 (coming from C0) and 7 of dimension 2 (coming from
DerR(C)). Similarly, so5,3(R), which is associated to TC(Os,R × C), admits two
(up to equivalence) fine gradings of Type III, with universal groups Z3

2 × Z3 and
Z2 × Z3: the first analogous to the above and the second having 26 homogeneous
components of dimension 1 and 1 of dimension 2.
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